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1 INTRODUCTION 
Compliance is a term frequently used to describe in a \'ague. general sense how 
the geometry of an elastic material changes when an external pressure is applied. 
For example a dolphin swimming in the ocean induces flow O\'er a surface which 
has compliance , i. e., the dolphin's skin is a complicated elastic material which can 
deform under the pressure of the surrounding sea waler. In the case of fluid flowing 
through a conduit or tube. the effect o f transmural pressure across the walls o f the 
tube depends on the compliance of the tube material. 
~lore specifica ll y, arterial compliance refers to the mcrease 10 cross-sectional 
area of an artery caused by an increase in transmural pressure. Transmural pressure 
is the difference between the internal and external pressure across the wall of an 
artery. In the body, this increase in transmura l pressure can be understood from 
some basic knowledge of physiology and hremodynamics. Consider, for instance, 
what happens when blood is pumped from the left side of the heart and enters 
the aorta. During the ystol ic phase of the heart cycle. the heart undergoes an 
isovolumic contraction during which the walls of t he ventricle cont ract but the valves 
remain closed so that the blood cannot e cape. Since blood is an incompres ible 
fluid, the pressure in the left vent ricle rises. \ \:hen the pressure in the ventricle 
becomes greater than that in the aorta, the aor tic \'alve opens and blood flows into 
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the aorta. Because o f the high peripheral resistance. blood enters the aorta faster 
than it leaves, and there is an increase in transmural pressure. To accommodate 
this increase. the arterial walls expand causing an increase in the cross-sectional 
area of the vessel. Si nce ''entricular systole only accounts fo r approximately one-
third of t he cardiac cycle (Ganong. 19 .5), t here needs to be a mechanism s uch that 
blood will be deli,·ered lo the capillar~· beds in a less variable fash ion than that 
produced by t he heart a lone. This mechanism ari es from the compliance of the 
arterial wall. and the smooth muscle in t he arteria l wall. The compliance gi,·es 
the arterial system its capacitance enabling blood to be sto red in the large a rteri es 
during s~·stole . Then. during diastole. stretch receptors in the arterial walls trigger 
the smooth muscle to cause the volume of the lumen to decrease and the blood to 
be squeezed t hrough t he circulation ( Dobrin , 1974). This makes t he flow to the 
capillaries more steady than the flow coming direct!~· out of the heart. Hence. if 
there is a change in the elastic properties of the arterial walls. the normal Aow and 
pressure waveforms may become altered. Therefore. compliance is important not 
only to the arteries themselves. but also can have a dramatic effect on the blood 
Aow to the organs they suppl y. 
Compliance i a measure of the elasticity of a material. l n solid mechanics. 
elasti city is described using the modulus of elasticity, E, having dimen sions o f force 
per unit a rea. ince the relationship between stress and st rain fo r an arterial wall 
is highly nonlinear (Hasegawa and Azuma. 1979). it is more useful to define an 
incremental modulus of e lasticity, Emc• that is valid over a small region o f varying 
pressu re. Compliance is inversely proportional to Einc: i.e .. a high value of E implies 
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low compliance or a stiff artery. Thus. compliance can also be thought of as a 
measure of the distensibility of the arterial wall. The modulus of elast icity increases 
with increasing transmural pressure, which means that the arterial wall becomes less 
distensible (less compliant) with increasing intralumenal pressure ( Papageorgiou 
and Jones. 19 7). 
From a clinical perspective, changes in arterial compliance can be manifesta-
t ions of many disease stales. For example, it has been well documented that the 
calcified plaque residue which accumulates on the walls of many large arteries dur-
ing atherosclerosis causes the arterial wall to become less elastic thus causing a 
measurable decrease in compliance. Also , blood flow through stenoses can be af-
fected by the compliance of the stenotic region. ubintimal hy p erplasia, which is 
an abnormal increase in the number of normal cells in normal arrangement below 
the intimal layer of the arterial wall. also causes a change in arterial compliance. 
[n addition, aneurysms can result from sustained high transmural pressure and en-
larged lumenal diameters. ln\'O king the law of Laplace. T = pr where T is the 
wall tension. p is the transmural pressure and r is the mean vessel radius. we ee 
that increasing p or r results in a corresponding increase in the wall tension. \\.ith 
time. this can cause the arterial wall to become weak and possibly burst ( Dobrin. 
19 4). Early manifestations o f these various disease states could possibly be de-
termined from changes in arterial compliance. It is also known that compliance 
tends to decrease with age ( Kinley and ~ Iarble. 19 0) and compliance decreases 
peripherally ( ~icolaides , L9 5). Thus, changes in arterial compliance a re of interest 
to many clinicians and can have many clinfral applications. In fact. the knowledge 
-l 
of a change in arterial compliance is often of much greater value than the actual 
value. For instance, at birth, leg arteries appear to be markedly more compliant 
than the aorta. Relative values are reve rsed in the fir st five years. after which the 
aorta remains more compliant. reaching a maximum value around ten years and 
then decreasing sharply towards leg val ues until 20 years. Beyond th is age aortic 
compliance decreases \·ery slowly. and aortia. iliac and leg arteries appear to tend 
towards equal compliance in the sixth decade ( Laogun. 19 2). 
Compliance is also important in the design and choice of artificial \'ascular 
grafts. [fa section of material is anastomo ed to an intact artery. whether t he ma-
terial is natural or synt hetic. the compliance of the two pieces is likely to be different. 
If this difference is great. a phenomenon called compliance mismatch can exist ('Has-
son . '.\ [egerman and Abbo tt. 19 5). fn this ituation . as blood flows through the 
anastomosed region the change in cross-sectional area due to the changing trans-
mural pressure will not be identical on both sides of the region. This causes an 
uneven stress distribution at the anastomosis. possibly resulting in suture-line fail-
ure and the formation of an anastomotic aneurysm {.\lehigan. Fitzpatrick, Bro\\·ne 
and Bouchier-Hayes. 19 5 ) . 
Although compliance is recognized as an important arterial characteristic. it is 
not easily measured. Thus, the goal of this research has been three-fold: 
• Develop a technique for measuring arterial compliance using pressure and flow 
\vaveforms . 
• Design an automated proces capable of repeatedly measuring compliance 
with little or no input from the operator. 
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• Investigate the feasibility of the technique by measuring the compliance of 
flexible tubes, including segments of arteries. 
It is important to point out the collecting large amounts of data was not an objective 
here. Rathe r , only a smaU set of data was collected to determine the feasibility of 
the technique. 
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2 LITERATU RE REVIEW 
There ha,·e been a number of different techniques used to measure compliance. 
Befo re reviewing prio r st udies, it is of in terest to define the term compliance and 
de"elop some criterion to classify the various methods and techniques that have 
been used in compliance measurements. 
2.1 D efinitio ns 
There have been a number of d ifferent definit ions used when referring to com-
pliance. Quali tatively. it is simply a parameter used lo describe how the pressure 
in a fluid will act to defo rm a material at the fluid boundary. It is a function of 
both material and geometric p ropert ies. Quanti tatively. however. the definition is a 
bit more confu sing. For example. if one refers to the modulus of elasticity. E. for a 
mate rial. it is general ly accepted that (gi,·en the proper assumptions) Eis the slop e 
o f the st ress-strai n cun·e in the linearly elastic region fo r that material. It is al ways 
reported as having dimensions of force per unit area. In the case o f compliance. 
there is no such accepted definition . nor is the re any standard set of units. 
Often , compliance will be expressed as per cent change in radius per unit change 
1n pressure, i. e., mmHg- 1 ( Abbott, :.Iegerrnan. Hasson, L'Ital ien a nd \\.arnock. 
19 I). A problem encountered is that a per cent change implies a change with re-
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spect to some refe rence value. This refe rence can be taken at a variety o f conditions. 
For instance. in this thesis. the reference point is different for different materials 
(see Chapter l). In addition. many au thors neglect lo report this reference point 
maki ng com pa ri son of results d ifficu lt. Studies vary bet\\'een the use of per cent 
change in radi us, diameter. area and volume. Although these parameters a re all 
related , it would be more convenient to ha,·e ome standard for comparison. Some 
au tho rs prefer to use the term ·volume distensi bility which is the pe rcentage change 
in volume per mmHg rise in pressure. Empi ricall y, it has been shown that in the 
human brachia[ arte ry. rn lume distensibility. di · (or rnlume compliance). is related 
to the p ulse wave velocity. £. by 
(
3.57)
2 
d~· = --
£ 
(2 .1) 
where f is in m s (Gribbin. Pickering. and !eight, 1979). 
Another way compliance is sometimes expressed is in terms of wall stiffness, S. 
~P "" D 
~D (2.2) 
whe re p is the pulse p ressure, D i the mid-diastolic internal diameter and ~D is 
the change in diameter with each pulse (Christensen and ~eubauer . 19 5). \\"all 
stiffness is in ,·ersely propor tional to compliance and thus directly p roportional to 
the mod ulus of elasticity (see Chapter 3). 
A simple way to define compliance is as the slope of the rnlume-pressure curve 
du ring a slow infusion for a given tu bular materi al. [n other words, 
d\ . 
dp 
(2 .3) 
where Cv is the volume compliance , F is the volume of the segment and p is the 
t ransmural pressu re. If the segment is cy lindrical in shape. then it can be assumed 
that the change in cross-sec tional area is con stant along the lengt h of the segment. 
Then a rea compli ance, C.-t, can be expressed as f{- where l is the segment length 
(see Chapter 3). The a rea compliance was the fo rm of compliance used in this 
research. 
2.2 T echniques 
Measurement schemes can be categorized into two different types o f techniques: 
(1) invas ive or nonin vasive techniques and (2) average or point measurements. In-
vasive and noninvasive obviously refers to using some host animal. Invas ive implies 
invasion o f the host ( i.e. , breaking the skin ) while noninvasive implies li ttle or no 
intrusion into the host. Average measurement s are those techniques used to obtain 
an average value of compliance over a length of vessel: while point measurements 
involve those techniques ·which obtain compliance at a point or single location a long 
a vessel. 
2.2 .1 Average M easure m e nts in Invas ive T echniques 
The t raditional method of obtaini ng the compliance of an artery involves ex-
cising the vessel and mounting it into some type of infusion device. The vessel is 
infused with fluid, usually in a step-wise fashion . while record ing the infused \•olume 
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and the pressure . .-\n interesting phenomenon occurs if the transmural pressure 1s 
cycled O\'er a range of pressures . i. e .. fluid is infu ed and then ,,·ithdrawn from the 
lumen of the sample. The pressure-volume curve exhibits a hysteresis loop. there-
fore obtaining consistent values of complian ce could be a problem if continuous 
repetitive testing is called for. 
2 .2.2 P o int M easure m e n ts in Invasive Techniques 
The classical app roach here in volves a sample holding device similar to the one 
1n the previous technique, however . a cantile\'er transducer is used to record the 
change in external diameter rather than recording the infusion \'Olume ( \\'alden . 
L 'ltalien '.\ l egerman. Abbott, 19 0) . The principal disadrnntage in this method is 
the cali bration of the cant ilever tra nsd ucer. Since it has rigid grips and the vessel 
wall is compliant, there will be some error introduced in the d iameter measurement 
due to the rigid-compliant interface . 
.-\ ,·a riation on the t radit ional theme involves ustng an optical micrometer to 
t rack the changi ng external diamete r of t he segment rather than the infusion volume 
(Teodori. Rodgers, Brant, Borovetz. \Yebster, teed, and Peitzman, 19 6). There 
is a distinct adrnntage to this met hod, namely, that compliance can be plotted as 
a function of position along the length of the segment. This method lead to the 
discovery of the paraanastomotic hypercompliant zone. PHZ. that is always present 
on both s ides of an arterial anas tomosis . The PHZ refers to the area adjacent to 
the suture line where. due to a relatively rigid anastomosis. the local compliance 
increases. This results in a bulging effect causing inc reased stress at the anastomosis 
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as \vell as ubintimal hyperplasia ( IH ). It also causes increased impedance to flow , 
decreased di ta! perfusion and turbulence which could lead to graft thrombosis 
( Abbot t. \ [egerman. Hasson, L' ftalien and \\'arnock. 19 7). This scheme a lso lends 
itself nicely to the st udy of compliance in vitro under dynamic condi tio ns , i.e., 
usi ng a pulsating flow ci rcu it to simulate in vii•o conditions (Teoclori. Rodgers . 
Brant. Bo rovetz , \Vebster. Steed. a nd Pei tzman. 19 6). It could e\•en be used as an 
in virn invasive technique although thi s would no doubt be difficu lt. 
2.2.3 Average M easure m ents in Noninvas iv T echniques 
Examples of these techniques include the use of a mathematical model which 
utilizes parameters such as pressure and flow to obtai n the ·lumped' compliance of 
a limb or sec tion o f t he circu la tion. For instance, one model previously used by 
Levenson ( Levenson. Simon, \[aarek, Gitelman. Fiessinger . and afar. 19 5) is of 
the form 
(2.-l ) 
where Pis t he pressure. R is the resistance. Qd is the diastolic flow rate and C is the 
compliance. F'low and pressure can be obtained by any of the standard met hods but 
resistan ce mus t usually be empirically determined or calculated, i. e .. mean arterial 
pressure di vided by mean arterial flow. E\·en though this method may involve the 
use of a double-lumen catheter to track t he pressu re wave. it is st ill considered 
noninvasive because of the minimal risk and discomfort in introd ucing the catheter. 
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2.2.4 P o int Measurements in Noninvasive Tec hniques 
T hese techniques usually involve the use of ultrasound to record the change in 
the arterial diameter over the heart cycle. This can be accomplished quite accurately 
(although there is a high degree of variability) but the problem again becomes 
how to measure the corresponding pressure. Typically, a double-lumen catheter is 
used to track the pressure wave. Then compliance ca n be expressed as simply the 
percentage change in the geometric parameter, i.e. , radius or diameter , over the 
change in pressure (Laogun and Gosling, 1982) . 
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3 DEVELOPMENT 
As noted i ection 2. L. compliance can typically be expressed either on an area 
or a volume basis. and it is important to dis tinguish beL\\·een the two. fn general, 
volume compliance. C 1·• is related to the increase in lumen al volume of a egment of 
artery resulting from a corresponding increase in lransmural pressure. If the length 
of the segment is fixed. then the area compliance. C .-1. is simply Y. where L is the 
length of the segment. I t is important to note. however. that determining C.1 in this 
manner gives an average value since it is assumed that the cross-section is changing 
uniformly along the length o f the segment. Gi ven that compliance is a function of 
location in the arterial system , it is informative to use area compliance which can 
be directly compared to other segments in the arterial sys tem as well as to similar 
segments in other subject . 
3.1 Stead y Infusion T echnique 
\"essel area compliance , C .-1. is defined as 
C _ d A 
I A - dp ( 3.1) 
where .-1. is the lumenal area and pis the transmural pressure. although ot her defi-
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nitions of compliance ha\·e been used (C hristensen and :'-Jeubauer. 19 5. and ~ico­
laides . 1985). Transmural p ressure, p. is the difference bet\Yeen the internal and 
external pressure, (p, - Pe) . If the external pressure equals atmospheri c pressure 
(Pe = 0), then p = p,. 
There have been a number of in vitro studies in which a segment of artery 
1s excised and infused with fluid in a stepwise fashion. Each incremental volume 
increase causes some corresponding change in pressure. [f the ends of the segment 
are fixed such that the length cannot change, and a relatively short segment is 
chosen such that taper can be neglected, then we can assume that the segment 
behaves as a cy linder with uniform cross-sectional area. The quantity ~~ is found 
by plotting change in A. i·s. p and thus CA is simply the slope of this curve. One 
potential problem encoun tered when using a stepwise technique is that if there is 
a significant delay between each step: stress-relaxation can occur in the arterial 
wall. This can cause a decrease in pressure resulting in an artificially high rnlue 
of compliance. To eliminate this problem in the present study, a slow, steady 
infusion was applied to the sample, and change in Yolume and pressure were recorded 
continuously throughout the test. 
3 .2 D y namic Infus ion Technique 
A second technique of determining compliance is the dynamic infusion tech-
nique. For a compliant vessel closed at one end, such that there is no net flow , 
dl' = Qdt (3.2) 
l -1 
where d \ · is the change in \•olume o f the segment 1n a time dt, a nd Q is the \•o lu-
metric flo \v rate. Dividing both sides by dp gi Yes 
d1. 
dp 
Qdt 
dp 
(3.3 ) 
•vhere pis the t r ansmural pressure. Di \·iding both side by L and rearrangi ng yield s 
or 
d.-l. 
dp 
Q 
[, ciE 
dt 
C' .-1 = & 
di 
(3.-1) 
(3.5) 
Equatio n ( 3.5) is t he fundamental equation of the dynamic infusion tech nique. };o-
tice that C ,i is simply a function o f Row and pressure fo r a fixed segment length . 
This means that it is no longer necessary to measure small changes in the diamete r 
o f the vessel, but rather to record the pressure and fl ow wa vefo rms simultaneously 
at one poi nt. 
3.3 Othe r P a r ameter s 
From C'.-1. two o ther useful paramete rs may be est imated usi ng theoretical re-
lationships. Since the stress-strain relationship for an a r tery is not linear . E i not 
constant (Dobrin , 19 -lb and Taylor and antiago. 19 6). However. we can define 
an incremental modulus. Emc• who e \·alue is determined o\·er a small change in 
pressure. [ t can be shown that an approximate equation for E.,,c is 
15 
g = 27rrg 
me CA ho (3.6) 
where r 0 and h0 are the radius and wall thickness of the segment at a given pressure, 
respectively. A second parameter, the pulse wave velocity, f, can be estimated using 
the Moens-Korteweg equation 
(3.7) 
where p is the density of the fluid and d0 is the diameter of the segment. Both 
the incremental modulus of elasticity and the pulse wave velocity are important 
parameters which are used to describe not only the properties of the arterial wall, 
but also how the wall properties affect the flow of the blood through them. It has 
been shown that subjects with high blood pressure have higher pulse wave velocity 
values and hence less distensible (less compliant) arteries (Gribbin, Pickering, and 
Sleight, 1979). 
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4 lVIATERIALS AND METHODS 
Two different materials were used in this research. The principal material 
used during the design and testing phases was latex rubber in the form of Davol rn 
Penrose drain tubing having a nominal diameter of about 6 mm. The length 'vvas 
variable but it usually was about 0 mm. The second material was a segment of 
canine carotid artery. The artery was only used after the automated testing process 
was perfected using the latex. After the process was perfected . three ets of data 
were collected using the same piece of latex lo test the system for reproducibility. 
Then four dogs were sacrificed in orde r to determine if th is method would provide 
a useful in t•itro method. 
4.1 E x p e rime ntal Appara tus 
A Plexiglas n.i sample holder was designed to hold an arterial segment at a fixed 
length such that the ample cou ld be mounted and then con nected to the rest of 
the apparatus. The sample holder contains a fluid bath so that arterial samples can 
be bathed periodically in Tyrodes solution ( ee Appendix .-\ ). _.\ series of pairs of 
Plexiglas n t plugs was fabricated ha,·ing ,·arious outer diameters ranging from 2.5- 5 
mm vvith a groove so that the sample can be securely tied (see Figure 4.1 ) . The 
plugs were designed to fit clo ely into the lumen of the segment such that the only 
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compliant part of the system is that section of a rtery actually being tested. Special 
sized plugs were made for the latex tubing such that the inner diameter of the latex 
matched the outer diameter of the plug for a snug fit. Each plug fits into the holder 
in the same fashion (see Figure 4.2). The sample holder has a removable plug holder 
at one end that fits into a series of slots on the bottom of the fluid bath. By changing 
the slot position , rough length adjustments can be made. Fine length adjustment 
can be achieved by slicling the plugs in the plug holder and then securing them 
into position with locking screws. In this way, a range of segment lengths bet\veen 
about 2-18 cm and diameters between 2.5- 6 mm can be accurately mounted and 
tested. By select ing a plug size close to but not exceeding the inner diameter of the 
sample, the part of the sample used to secure to the plug wi ll not affect the area 
being tested thus there will be Little error due to end effects. Through choosing the 
appropriate plug size and accurately fixing the sample length, it is possible to test 
samples having a wide range of dimensions. 
4 .2 Arterial Segments 
\rVhen arterial segments were tested sections of canine carotid artery were 
harvested from mongrel dogs weighing 23-34 kg. The dogs were euthanized using 
SleepAway, 45 ~ I\' in the usual manner. Immecliately following euthanization. 
the left common carotid a rtery was located and a section a pproximately 10 cm 
long was isolated. Figure -1.2 shows the approximate level where the section was 
isolated with respect to the major anatomical landmarks. A piece of white umbilical 
tape, previously marked in 1-cm increments was laid adjacent to the artery to 
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Figure 4.1: Photo of Plexiglas™ plugs designed to fit into the lumen of the sample. 
Notice the various diameters of the lumenal ends (pointing upward) to 
ensure a close fit for a large range of samples 
B 
Figure 4.2: Photo of experimental setup including: A. Test Specimen, B. Specimen 
Holder, C. Pressure Transducer, D. Flow Probe 
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Muscular orcncn- _.:; · 
Phorunaeol or: -
J _, 
Thur:;1d olond,,.. / 
_, J 
App r ox . 8- 10 cm 
Rt. common carotid o.- - - -
Rt. caudcf fh!:Jro1d o.- - - -
Rt ve r rebrof o. - - -
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Figure l.3: Anatomy of aortic arch in Lhe canine neck. Arrows denote the ap-
proximate le,·el al which he carotid arterial segments were obtained 
(:\Iiller. 196 ). 
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obtain an exact length. ..\ series of ink dots were placed on the artery in 1-cm 
increments in order to stretch the artery to its original in situ length after excision 
and to insure the segment did not become twisted in the holder. Immediately 
upon excision, the segment was placed in refrigerated Tyrodes solution. A second 
section a few centimeters long was then removed proximal to t he first section to 
be used for wall thickness measurements. Care was taken to minimize trauma to 
the arterial sections during removal; only minimal connecti,·e tissue and ad,·entitia 
were remo\'ed to ensure a clean segment. The short section was ligated at one end. 
infused with a 3% glu tar aldehyde solution to an internal pressure of approximately 
100 mmHg. ligated at the other end. and placed in a beaker containing additional 
glutaraldehyde to fix the artery with a diameter and ,,·all thickness close to the 
normal in vivo state. Approximately 90 minutes later. the artery ,,·as sectioned 
and put under an optical microscope to measure the wall thickness and reference 
diameter. l\ Ieasurements were made at 0°, 90° . 1 0° and 270° around the cross-
section and averaged. The original section was mounted in the sample holder and 
flushed with Tyrodes solution (pH= 7.-l) at 37°C. Testing began within 30 minutes 
of euthanization. The pressure was increased to 100 mmHg and held there \\·hile 
a suture was wrapped around the outside o f the artery -l times and tied. Then 
the suture was cut and the length was measured to determine the outer diameter . 
The inner diameter was calculated by subtracting twice the wall thickness from the 
outer diameter (d0 - 2h0 ) . The arterial wall is ,·irtually incompressible so h0 can be 
treated as a constant (Doyle and Dobrin. 1971). T~·pical dimensions for one latex 
tube and one canine carotid artery (Dog =2) are given in Table -Ll. imilar data 
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Table 4.1: Typical measured physical parameters comparing 
latex and arterial samples 
Latex Artery Range for Arterya 
Length , cm .32 7.-l 
Outer Diameter, cm 0.612 
Wall T hickness. mm 0.356 0...101 0.2 - 0.-1 
Inner Diameter , cm 0.516 0.50 0.2 - 0. 
~ Ratio 0.062 0.079 0.053 - 0.095 
a Reported range for canine carotid ar teries ( ee Caro et 
al., 1974) 
fo r the remaining latex and arterial segments can be found in Appendix 8. 
4 .3 H ardware 
[n an attempt to design an automated system capable of runrung both the 
steady and d ynamic tests. an IB \ I PC .\T com puter was used in combination with a 
Keithley data acquisition system. Other hardware used in this research included the 
following: Harvard Apparatu Dual In fusion / Wi thdrawal Pump 0.-Iodel 945, Har-
rnrd Apparat us Pulsatile Blood Pump :\lode] 1421, Biotronex Laborato ry Pulsed 
Logic Electromag netic Flow meter :\Iodel B L-610, Grass l\ Iodel 7 Polygraph, Gould-
tatham Physiological Pressure Transducer :\ Iodel P23D b and an In \ "ivo :\letric 
Flow Probe (see figure 4.2 ). During the steady infusion test, pressure and change 
in volume were sampled at a frequency of 2 Hz fo r 150- l 0 seconds. In t he dynamic 
infusion test. the sampling frequency for the flow a nd pressure waves was 6-l Hz. 
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Approximately 15 .,, .a\'e cycles were collec ted: pul sations were generated at 57 beats 
per rrlinute. The pressure and Aow waYeforms were digitally filtered using standard 
low-pass mo\·ing average fi l ters; the steady infusion data required no filtering. A 
ser ies o f custom programs were wri tten in Basic , C and SAS (Statist ical Analysis 
ystem ) and we re executed \•ia batch files (see Chapter 5 ). The soft ware was 
responsib le fo r running diagnostics to make sure the equipment was functioning 
properly, cali brating the pressure and flow transducers. turning on a nd off the infu-
ion and pu lsati le pumps , running both the steady and dynamic infus ion tests and 
collecting. filtering . processing and disp laying the data. After mounting the sample, 
the operator merely types ·COLLECT" and follows the instructions p rompted by 
the computer. It takes about half a n hour to go through t he whole procedure to 
test one sample. 
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5 SOFTWARE 
The collect ion of data duri ng this research was accomplished by using an IB~ [ 
PC AT computer and a Keithley Data Acquisition ystem . .\los t of the software 
used was pecifically \\'ritten fo r this project in an attempt to make the data collec-
tion and processing as completely automated as possible. 
The process is broken up in sections that are cont rolled \·ia batch files. A batch 
file is a set of instructions that tell the computer in what order to execute a series 
of programs o r other specified tasks. A master batch file . called COLLECT is the 
file that regulates a cascade of programs and other batch files in the execution of 
both the stead y and dynamic infusion methods . The following sections will describe 
the events and procedures in the o rder handled by CO LLECT. T yp ing the word 
·COLLECT. at the DO, prompt in itiates the ent ire process. The source code 
for COL LECT can be found in Appendix C. Due to the compl icated nature of the 
sequence of batch fil es a nd programs, a Row chart is included ( Figure?? ) indicating 
the sequence of majo r events. 
5.1 Calibra t 
The first thing that happens afte r ty ping COLLECT is that another batch fi le 
called C.-\LIBRA.T is executed. CALIBRAT is responsible fo r runrung the diagnos-
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tic programs on the equipment before any data are collected and then cal ibrating 
both the pressure and flow probe tran ducers. incc there is a considerable amount 
of hardware under computer control. it is critical that all of the equipment be 
functioning properly and reliably before the computer takes full control of the ex-
periment. The source code for CALIBRAT and the corresponding programs can be 
found in Appendix D. 
5.1.1 Diagnos tics 
CALIBRAT starts by executing two BASIC programs. called TE T \\.IT and 
\ "OLTC HK . 
5.1.1.1 Test wit TE T \\.IT.BA tests the operation of the mechani -
cal relay S\vitch that controls the power to the infusion pumps. The operator is 
prompted to toggle the pumps on and off several times via the keyboard. This 
test is necessary because the relay contains a 9-volt batter,\' and with repeated use 
the battery will no longer ha\'e the potential necessary to open and close the relay 
properly. Also. it makes ure that the power is on to both pumps and that they are 
working properly. 
5.1.1.2 Voltchk \ .OLTCHK.BA is a diagnostic program used to insure 
that the \'Oltage signals going in to the A D converter are the same as the voltages 
being reported by the PC to be used by the other software. ff the e voltages are not 
the same. the validity of all the data collected hereafter would be questionable. :\ 
continuous \'oltage signal is displayed to the screen and the o perator is prompted to 
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\·erify that the voltage displayed equals the voltage reported by a digital \·olt meter 
connected in parallel to the Grass recorder. If necessary, a DC \'o ltage generator 
can be connected directly to the Keithley as a further diagnostic procedure. 
Both of the above programs are very short and will ensure t he proper and 
accur ate operation of the proces software. 
5.1.2 Calibrat io n s 
Following the diagnostics . 'ALIBRAT starts the calibration of the pressure 
and flow probe transducers. It is interesting to note that these calibration routines 
we re written in a general enough fashion to facilitate the re use in any research 
where repetitive calibrations a re required. Once the equipment is set up properly, 
it is a simple procedure to cali brate the transduce rs and gel the voltage-pressu re or 
voltage-flow relationships. 
5.1.2.1 Prescal To calib rate the pressure transducer, a BA IC program 
called PRESCAL.BA ~ is run. The operator inputs the name of the data file to 
sto re th e calib ra tion data and the t ransd ucer height into the com puter. Then t he 
operator reads the height of the column of wate r in a piezometer tube and enters the 
value into the computer. The computer takes 100 d igital samples , averages them. 
and conYerts the result to a \•oltage . The computer also calculates the standard 
deviation of the samples. The standard deviation is used as a measure of instability 
in the system. If the standard deviation is greater than 0.1. then the calibration 
point is remeasured and the sus pect value is neglected. A message is sent to the 
operator to check the s~·stem for leaks. bad connections. etc .. which could cause 
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such a problem to be detected. The operator opens one \·al \'e to drain some fluid 
out of t he manometer and t hen takes another reacling. After each calibration point. 
the following information is displayed to the sc reen: 
(1) actual pressure head in cm H2 0 
(2) corresponding pressure in mmHg 
(3) voltage in volts 
(-l) standard deviation 
(5) total number of points collected thus far. 
Afte r at least 10 calibration points a re collected, the computer will display all the 
calibration data collected thus far and prompt the u er to either save the data to 
a disk o r redo the calibration procedure again. After the data are saved it can be 
recalled to the screen to \·erify storage. At this point, the computer asks the ·user 
if it is necessary to enter the DOS environment for file manipulation, etc. Finally, 
at the conclusion of t he pressure transducer calibration. PRE CAL.BA returns 
control to CALIBRAT to execute the next program called PRESCAL.SA 
PRE CAL. A is a short SA program which does a linear regression on the 
pressure calibration data to determine the conversion parameters necessary to con-
\·ert the \·oltage ignal into the corresponding pressure signal. The complete stat is-
tical analysis of each point is automatically outputted as hard copy to the printer. 
In addition, a correlation coefficient is calculated; this value must be 0.99 or better 
for the calibration to be valid. Also. PRE CAL. A generates a plot of pressure 
vs. voltage to the screen so that t he calibration cun·e can be visually inspected. 
Control is again returned to CALlBRAT. 
r _, 
5 .1.2 .2 Flowcal [pon completion of t he pressu re transducer calibration 
C ALIBRAT initiates the calibration of the Aow probe t ransducer. This is accom-
plished via a BASIC program called FLO\ \" C .-\L.B.-\ . The logic of FLOWCAL.B.-\.S 
is basically the same as PRESC.-\L.BAS: the operator inputs a data file name ( the 
default name is always displayed). makes a series of data points (at least 10) and 
stores the data to a disk . .-\. screw clamp is placed on t he supply tubing so that the 
flo\\" rate through the flow probe can be finely controlled . T he flow is directed into 
a graduated cylinder to be collected. The computer prompts t he operator to tap 
·C' when a constant flmv is achieved and the water leYel in th e graduated cylinder 
is a t a convenient level. At thi s point, the computer samples t he flow signal at 
Hz for about 15 seconds and di splays t he data on the sc reen (note that only the 
elapsed time is cri tical here and not the sampl ing freq uency) . .-\fter the designated 
t ime, a to ne is sounded and the fl ow is stopped . The operator enters the volume of 
fluid collected and the computer displays the following data: 
(1) total number of points collected thus far 
(2) average voltage in volts 
(3) actual rnlume infused in mm3 
( -l) actual elapsed time in seconds ( s) 
(5) volumet r ic flow rate in mm3 / s. 
vVhen a sufficient number of calibration points are collected, a summary of the data 
are displayed to the screen . the data a re sto red and control returns to CALIBRAT. 
FLO\ VCAL.SAS is another short SAS rou tine which does a linear regression on 
t he flow probe calibration data to determine the conversion parameters necessary to 
convert the voltage signal into the corresponding fl. o,v s ignal. As in PRESCAL.SAS. 
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the complete statistical analysis o f each point is automatically outputted as hard 
copy to the printer including the correlation coefficient; this value must be 0.99 
or better for the calibration to be valid. Also. FLO\VCAL. AS generates a plot 
of pressure vs. voltage to the sc reen so that the calib ration curve can be visu-
ally inspected. Control is returned to C..\LIBRAT which completes the calibration 
process. At this point. control recedes back to COLLECT for the initiation of the 
steady infusion test ing. 
5.2 S tead y 
The next batch file in the 'O LLECT list is TE:\ DY. TE..\DY is responsible 
for execution of the teady infu ion testing. The source code for TE:\DY and the 
corresponding programs can be found in Appendix £. 
5. 2 .1 Compli 
TE.-\.DY begins by executing a BA IC program called CO:\ IPLI.B..\ which 
controls the actual collect ion of the steady infusion data. C pon its execut ion, COL\I-
P LI. 8..\S prompts the operator to enter the calibration results that were pre\'iously 
p rinted by PRE C .-\ L. A . Also. it is necessary to enter the physical parameters 
of the system such as piston velocity of infusion pump (cm s) distance piston is 
to be traversed (cm), the length o f the vessel segment that can actual!~· undergo 
expansion (cm) and the internal diameter of the \'essel (cm ). Since it is a sumed 
that these init ial parameters do not change during the testing of each ind ividual 
segment. they can be entered once and be used again and again for repetitive tests, 
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or they can be changed by the operator between tests if the ,·es el is changed. Then, 
via the digital output chan ne l of the Keit hley and a mechanical relay switch, the 
infusion pump is toggled via the [ff\l keyboard. The pump is po itioned such that 
it just starts to move the syringe plunge r and the pressure in the system starts to 
increase \'ery slightly. l-p to this point. lhe operator i in control. ~O\\". by the touch 
of one key, t he computer takes full control. The pump is turned on and the pressure 
and cross-sectional area are recorded al a sampling frequency of approximately 2 
Hz fo r a n infusion duration of 3-5 minutes. 
The pressure is measured directly by the pressure transducer. The cross-
sectional a rea is measu red indirect ly by knowing two parameters: ( 1) the velocity 
o f sy ringe plunger (w hich is the same a the \·elocity of the in fusi on pump). and 
(2) the relationsh ip between the linear displacement of the syringe plunger and the 
corresponding volume of fluid ejected from the syringe. For a l cc syringe. a 5. --1:2 
cm linear displacement y ields 1 cc of fluid ejected. Thus, 
v ...":l t 
.-l - Ao = --- ---
5. 42"'["'100 
( 5.1) 
where A. - A.0 is the a\•erage change in cross-sectional area of the vessel ( mm2 ) . v 
is the \·elocity of the infusion pump pisto n (cm s) . ...":l t is the elapsed time of the 
infusion (s) and l is the length of the compl iant region of the vessel (cm) . D uring 
the actual data collect ion. the sc reen displays the time remaining for that trial and 
the pump status (on or o ff ). The actual code for this section o f the experiment is 
shown below. 
700 ' +++ ++ ++++++ ++ +++ ++++++ ++++++++ ++++++++++++++++++++++ +++ 
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710 'PRESSURE (V OLTAGE) AND VOLUME MEASUREMENT 
720 CLS 
730 POKE 8,0 
740 DEF SEG = &HCFF8 
750 LOCATE 10 ,lO:PRINT "PUMP IS ON - PRESSURE AHO VOLUME ARE 
BEING RECORDED . " 
760 J=O:E=O 
770 T=TIMER 
780 POKE 8,1 
790 WHILE VELx (TIMER-T )<DI ST 
800 E=E+1 
810 IF E>10 THEN 820 ELSE 850 
820 LOCATE 13,10 
'start time 
'pump on 
830 PRINT USING "TIME REMADIING = ####. # 
SECS . "; (DIST/VEL )-(TIMER- T) 
840 E=O 
850 J =J +l 'j=tota l number of samples 
860 POKE 1,6:POKE 26, 0 :POKE 10, 0 :POKE 24, 0 
870 D( J)= (2 56x ( PEEK (3) -240) +PEEK (2) - 2047)x20/4096 
'd (j) in volts 
880 X(J)=VELx(TIMER-T)/5.842/LENGTHxlOO 'x(j) =A-Ao , 
890 
900 
910 WEND 
F=TIMER 
IF (TIMER-F )<. 2 THEN 900 
920 POKE 8,0 
930 TT=TIMER 
sqmm ( 1cc=5. 842cm) 
'sampling rate=2Hz 
' pump off 
' stop time 
940 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
At the end of the infusion, the pump is turned off and the pressure is digitally 
filtered with a lo\\"-pass 5- point moving a\'erage fi lter . Then. using the parameters 
entered at the beginning of the program, the \'Oltage \'alues are converted into 
pressure and a second a rea characteristic , that of .-1 , -"·0 as a per cen t increase in 
rt r• I 
area. is calculated .. -tr.,/ refers to the reference area for that particular material (see 
Chapter 6). Summary information for the particular trial is displayed to the screen 
including: 
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(1) du ration of infusion (s) 
(2) distance traversed by piston (cm) 
(3 ) volume of fluid infused (cm3 ) 
( 4 ) per cent increase in segment volume 
(5) total number of filt ered points 
( 6) length of the segment (cm) 
This information is also outputted to the printer fo r a ·written summary. The data 
are stored in a data file to a disk and the operator is asked if it is necessary to enter 
DO for file manipulation, etc. CO.\IPL l. BAS concludes by ret urning control to 
STEADY. 
CO.\ IPLI. A is a SAS routine that TEA.DY executes following CO\IPLT.BA 
'vhich \\"ill display a plot of .-l A0 and A,- Ao vs. pressure and will fit a curve to the 
"'re/ 
data of the form 
( 5.2) 
where c1, c2, and c3 are the cu n·e coefficients. CO:\IPLI.SAS lakes the derivative of 
the above equation, d(A;Ao) and generates a second plot of C..i t•s. p which will be 
linear of the form 
( 5.3) 
where C:t is the a\·erage area compliance of the \'essel. The statis tical analysis. 
including the coefficients of the abo,·e equations is o utput to the printer and control 
is again returned to STEA DY. 
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5. 2 .2 Cale 
The final program to be executed by STEADY is a BASIC program called 
CA LC.BAS. CA.LC.BA is a supplemental program in that it is not directly inrnh·ed 
in the testing progress. [t is a s tand-alone program that is used to convert the 
results of 'O.\ IPLf.S...\S into u eful information. C...\LC.B...\ '''ill calculate the 
values of compliance, incremental modulus of elasticity and pulse wave velocity from 
Equations (3. l), (3.6) and (3.7) . The operator simpl~' input the curve constants 
gene rated by CQ).,lP LI. ...\ and the computer will output equations for the change 
in area, A. - A.0 and compliance. CA as a function of pressure, p. Then the operator 
inputs the pressure range to consider. ~p, the reference diameter, dref· the wall 
thickness, l, and the density of the fluid, p , and the computer wi ll calculate C.-1, 
Emc and ~in the given pressure range. 
5.3 D ynamic 
COLLECT next calls up a batch file named DY~...\.\IIC. DY:\°...\~ IIC is respon-
sible fo r running the dynamic infusion testing. The ource code fo r DY\ A.\IIC and 
the cor responding programs can be found in Appendix F. 
5.3 .1 V iew 
DY\ A).,IIC starts by executing \-lE\V .BA . \ "IE\\'.B .-\. i the BA IC program 
that collect the pressure and flow waveform data and displays the waves on the 
sc reen. ever al sets of data can be collected and saved under differen t file names fo r 
retrieval at a later time. l"pon its execution, VIE" -. B...\ prompts the operator to 
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enter the calibration data fo r both the pressure and Aow probe transduce rs o btained 
in CALIBRAT and the compliant length of the \·essel. \'ext the pulsatile flow pump 
is turned o n, and after a fe w seconds delay to eliminate transient effects, both the 
pressure and fl ow wave channels a re sampled at 6-1 Hz and simultaneously displayed 
to the screen. The actual code used to sample the pressure and flow waves is shown 
below: 
620 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
630 'CHA NNEL 0 (PRESSURE ) DATA COLLECTION 
640 POKE 10,0 'channel selection = 0 ( pressure ) 
650 POKE 24,0 
660 P ( J ) =(256x( PEEK(3)-240)+P EEK( 2)-2047)x20/4096 'p(j) in volt s 
670 PSET (N ,A- P(J)xY) 
680 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
690 'CHA NN EL 1 ( FLO W) DATA COLLECTION 
700 POKE 10,1 'channel selection = 1 (flow) 
710 POKE 24, 0 
720 Q( J ) =( 256x ( PEEK (3) -2 40) +PEEK ( 2) -2047 )x20/4096 'q(j) in volts 
730 PSET (N ,B-Q (J)xZ) 
740 J=J+1 
750 NEXT 
760 TOTALT=TIMER-T 
770 I NCT=TOTALT/N 
780 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
Notice that there a re a minimum number of operations between the two actual 
sampling operatio ns (lines 660 and 720). All unit conversions and filtering is done 
after completion of data collection. This is done to minimize any phase shift that 
may occur between waves, although there will ah.vays be some small inherent shift. 
In most applications, this is not critical. However, fo r any time. t, p(t) and Q(t) will 
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be used in the same di,·ision operation and a phase hift will introduce an additional 
distor tion into the results . 
.-\fter the d ata are collected. the waves can be displayed to the screen for visual 
inspect ion . If the data are suitable, the operator in st ructs t he computer to com·eri 
the voltages to pressures and flows and then store the data to a disk . Filtering is 
accomplished in the sequent ial program because the filters may be altered to achie,·e 
best results. 
5.3 .2 D y nco m p 
DY\"C'O\f P.B.-\ 1s a 8.-\ IC program that does a number of operations to 
the data obtained pre,·iously in \ ' I E\V .8.-\ . It inputs the wave data ( from any 
appropriate file ) and preforms a low-pa s filtering operation on the data via a 3-
point moving average filter on the pressure waYe and a 7-point mo,·ing a\•erage 
fi lter on t he Aow wave. Then it selects a small sec tion of data . approximately 2 or 
3 wave c~·cles 1 and stores it to a d isk. These are the actual waveforms used fo r the 
compli ance calculation. It then finds the maximum and minimum pressures that 
occur in the chosen region of data and asks the operator to enter t he percentage of 
the pressure wave to be clipped from the top and bottom of the wave. This is done 
to avoi d the undefined regions generated by Equation 3.5 . To include the undefined 
regions, the operator enters 0% . The program then proceeds to calculate the slope 
of the pressure wa,·e. 1ft . and the dynamic rnlume compliance. Cl'· The code for 
these operations is ho11\'n below : 
940 '+++++++++++++++++ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
3.5 
950 ' CALCULATION OF DYNAMI C VOLUME COMPLIANCE 
960 LOCATE 8 ,10 
970 BEEP 
980 I NPUT "Enter ampl itude of PRESSURE wave t o be neglected 
( i.e., 5%=5 )"; A 
990 A=A / 100 
1000 CLS 
1010 LOCATE 10 ,12 
1020 PRI NT ''Now calculating DYNAMIC VOLUME COMPLIANCE, plea se 
wait ... 11 
1030 0=1 
1040 FOR B=1 TO C-1 
1050 IF PRES(B) <(1+A)xPMI N OR PRES (B)>( 1-A ) xPMAX THEN 1210 
1060 AVGQ=O:DPF=O: DPB=O:DTF=O: DTB=O: DPDTF=O:DPDTB=O:DPDT1=0 : 
TEMP=O 
1070 AVGQ= (FLOW( B-l ) +FLO W( B) +FLOW( B+l )) /3 
1080 DPF=PRES (B+1 ) -PRES (B) 
1090 DPB=PRES(B)-PRES (B-1 ) 
1100 DTF=TIME(B+1 ) -TIME(B) 
1110 DTB=TIME(B)-TIME( B-1 ) 
1120 DPDTF=DPF/ DTF 
1130 DPDTB=DPB/ DTB 
1140 DPDTl=(DPDTF+DPDTB) / 2 
1150 IF DPDTl=O THEN LOCATE 12,15:PRINT "DPDT1=0 . Point 
skipped. " :GOTO 1210 
1160 TEMP=AVGQ / DPDT1 / LENGTH / 133 .3/10- 6x1 0 -10 ' m4/N ( 10) -10 
1170 IF TEMP<-20 OR TEMP>20 THEN 1200 
1180 DPDT(D)=DPDT1 
1190 COMPLI ( D)=TEMP 
1200 D=D+1 
1210 !JEXT 
1220 '++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
:\otice that fo r each point, t he program loops between Ii nes 1040 and 121 0 cal-
culating a number temporary parameters. Line 1050 excludes those poin ts to be 
neglected (if app ropriate ). .\'ote from Equa tion 3.5 that we need the flow wa\·e 
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divided by the slope of the pressure wave . Thus , we need a method of digitally 
b . . <!E o t aming dt. ince the pressure wave t>·pically• has a \'ery high signal-lo-noise ratio 
and the low- pass filter will smooth the data e\·en more. then we can use the fairly 
simple Gregory-. ewton inte rpola ti o n formula to evaluate ~ ( Wylie. 1961). In this 
metho d . three adjacent points . say p1 , p2 and p3 . are used to calculate an a\·erage 
slope. The s lope from l to 2 and 2 lo 3 ( DPDTF and DPDTB in lines 1120 and 
1130. respectively ) are calculated and then the two are ave raged (DPDTl in line 
11-!0). Line 1150 makes sure the n et slope i not ze ro (causing a di ,·ision by zero 
in Equation 3.5. Line 1160 calculates the compliance (TE.\IP ) in m 4 :\ ..,, (10)- 10 . 
One last check is preformed to make su re the compli ance is >vithin the specified 
range (for plotting purposes ) and fin a ll y. 'f1i and C.-t are stored in there respective 
arrays in lines 11 0 and 1190. This results in two wa ,·es . '* and C.-t as a functi on 
o f position o n the wave cycle. Control is again ret urned to DY. A.\ IIC. 
~ext. \ -IE\\·. A is run whi ch plots t he pressure a nd flow waves to the screen 
and t hen DYNCO:\TP. A plots '* and C.-1 l'S. time o n the wa\'e cycle. This 
concludes the DY~ A.\IIC batch file and control revert s back to COLLECT at t his 
point. 
5.4 Cleansas 
Finally. the batch file called C LEAX AS re moves a ny temporary files that may 
have been \\'ritten to the hard dri \'e during this procedure. \'otice that at this point. 
there are three cascading batch files running simultaneous ly. The source code for 
CLEA:\ _..\ can be fou nd in Appe ndi x G. 
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6 RESULTS 
6 .1 Steady Infus ion T echnique 
\Vith t his technique. an infusion pump is used to maintain a small constant Aow 
of saline into the compliant vessel. By knowing the \•elocity of the pump piston. the 
duration of the infusion and the relationshi p between the linear displacement of the 
syringe piston and the rnlume displaced. the \'olume of fluid infused, ~ \ '( t ). and 
the pressure. p(t) . were continuously recorded. Dividing ~ V (t) by L gives ~ .-l ( t) 
which is the change in cross-sectional area. ince ~.-l ( t) = .-1 - .-l0 • where .-l is 
the ave rage area at a time. t. and .-10 is the original area. }A 100 is the percent .. , 
increase in cross-sectional area ,,·ith respect to a reference area . .\"ote that Aref is 
the area at a given pressure. Pref· This reference pressure was not the ame for the 
latex and arterial samples, because it was not possible to measure the diameters of 
the latex and the artery at the same pressures. Thus . .-lr..,f (latex) was measu red at 
p = 0 and A ref (artery) was measured at p = 100 mmHg. Although the reference 
areas are different, ,·alues for CA are unaffected by this difference because .-lref is 
not used in the compliance calculations. Table 6.1 shows the results of three steady 
infusion tests on the same piece of latex. The segment ,,·as removed from the sample 
holder and then replaced between each trial to test for reproduci bi lity. \Tote that 
3 
although there is some \·ariation in the cur\'e coefficients. c 1 , c2 and c3 • there is very 
little variation in the compliance, in cremental modlllus of elasticity and pulse wave 
,·elocity ,·alues. 
After testing the latex segments, four dogs were euthanized to ob tain carotid 
artery samples (see Appendix 8 ) . ince Dog =l was the first arterial sample to be 
tested, it was necessary to carry out the tests several times to eliminate any bugs 
that still existed in the hardware and software. Due to excessive testing, the sample 
was exposed to undo trauma over a prolonged length of time and thus reliable 
compliance data could not be determined. After mounti ng the segment rrom Dog 
=3 . it was found that there was some fluid leakage from the segment during the 
tests. Al though no visible holes in the segment \\'ere found, the compliance could 
not be dete rmined due to a leaky vessel \\"all. Testing on segments from dogs -=/:2 
and ::::-! were accomplished \\"ith no major problems. 
Figure 6.1 shows a plot of the percent change in area vs. pressure for the latex 
and arterial ample . .\" ot ice that for latex . the curYe is slightly concave upward 
while for artery. the cun·e is concave dowmvard. This is due to the fact that the 
artery does not act as a merely passive sample: as the pressure increases , the artery 
becomes stiffer thus reducing the compliance. This is seen in Figure 6.3 which shows 
CA v.s. p based on the data from Figure 6.1. Notice also that for low pressures, the 
compliance of the artery is greater than for the latex, but as the pressure increases. 
the difference becomes smaller until at p = 172 mmHg, the compliance of the two 
materials become equal. Some typical values for C ,i, Einc and f. a re given in Table 
6.2 for one latex and one cani ne carotid artery segment obtained from the teady 
Table 6.1: Results o f steady infusion method fo r latex sample 
I Trial 
C1 (""!. <:1 . I . lu, C',1 / '.i'u11·, Pulsl' 'Nave Veloc ity, 
, 10 !', < 10 2 ~ I 0 2 1111112 , 1114 IN " I 0 10 rvt pa , c , 
a t I' 100 ~~di g a t p _ _!_9() II~ I!__! g a t p 20 r11m llg Ill I~ w - - -
I 2.17 I .·I I - 1.59 I .f> 7 1.:H J.8 1 15.:l <D 
-- -
2 I. DO I ,. l(i :1.87 1.()9 I .:l8 3. 7 1 15.1 
- - - -
3 l.H5 1 .. 17 ·1.13 l .(W 1.:l J. 7 1 15.0 
Figure 6.1: 
Figure 6.2: 
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infusion technique. The modulus of elasticity of the latex used in this research was 
not d irectly measured. so it vvas necessary to use reported val ues fo r comparisons . 
There are a number of \·ariations of latex mate rials which will cause inconsistancies 
in mechanical properties. For instance, >. Io nroe (1970) reports Emc for latex at 
p = 20 mmHg to be 2.1 >. IPa while Papageorgiou ( Papageorgiou and J ones. 1987) 
reports a value of 0. 5 :\IPa for a ~ rnlue of 0.10 ( the latex used in this research had 
a S of 0.062). [n fact, P apageorgiou repor ts that for latex at a ~ of 0.2. E = 1.50 
\IPa which is nearly twice the rnlue at a S of 0.10 fo r the same material. In 
addition, in synthetic rubbers.Eis a function of temperature. i. e. . for a gi \'en latex 
at T = 20°C. E = 1.50 .\ I P a while at T = 60°C, E = l.05 \ [Pa (a -13% change o\·er 
a -l0°C temperature range). 
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Table 6.2 : Comparison of material properties of latex and 
arterial samples from the steady infusion tech-
mq ue. () denotes reported values 
Compliance. '; , 10- 10 
at p = 100 mmHg 
Incremental \ Iodulus of Elasticity 
MPa at p = 20 mmHg 
Pulse \Vave Velocity. m ; s 
0 See Dobrin (1 9 -lb) . 
b See l\ [onroe (1970). 
Latex 
1.3 
3.72 
( 2 .1 )b 
c See ' aro (Caro. Pedley and Seed. 197-1 ). 
Artery 
3.6 
(9.07 )0 
0.65 
(0. 7 - l. l)c 
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6.2 D y namic Infusion T echnique 
W ith this technique. a pulsatile Row pump is used to simulate in vivo condi-
tions. However. s ince the distal end of the vessel segment is occluded. there 1s no 
net Row. The time averaged flow rate must be equal to zero over a cycle indicating 
that the net fo rward flow into the segment must equal the net retrograde flow leav-
ing the segment. Obviously, this is not the normal in vivo condition. however, it is 
analogous to occluding , fo r example. blood flow at the wrist and recording pressure 
and flow waveforms in the brachia! artery near the elbow. 
Figure 6.5 shmvs obsen·ed wa\·eforms of flow and pressure in a canine carotid 
artery in vitro. \Ve define the starting point of a cycle to be where the flow and 
pressure are both zero. This is line 1 in Figure 6.5. The end of the cycle is line 3. 
Slope ot PreHure Wave and Dynamic Compliance 
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Figure 6.6: fn vitro (a ) slope of the pressure "·aveform in Figure 6.5b and (b) 
compliance using Equation 3.5 as a function of position on the wave 
cycle 
.-\t points where Q = 0. the pressure must be at either a maximum o r a minimum 
and C..i is indeterminate ( from Equation 3.5). This condition is shown by lines l 
through -!. 
Figure 6.6a shows '!ff . t he slope of t he pressure wave in Figure 6.5b and Figure 
6.6b is the compliance obtained using Equation 3.5. The ho rizontal scale not only 
denotes time but can also be thought of as pressure since each time. t, corresponds 
to a specific pressure. p(t ) (from Figure 6.5b). Thus. Figure 6 .6b shows compliance 
vs. pressure in a similar fashion as Figure 6.3 . .-\s noted. Equation 3.5 cannot be 
used when ~ = 0 (division by zero). The major spikes seen in Figure 6.6b are the 
result of the numerical anal~·s is used to generate the plot . .-\s seen in Figures 6.5b 
and 6.6a, ri£ = 0 when the pressure is at a maximum or a minimum. These points 
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can be thought of as identifying regions whe re Equation 3.5 is not \'alid, and these 
are the regions where spikes occur in Figure 6.6b. Between these regions. denoted 
by the pointers in Figure 6.6b. the compliance can be approximated. Recalling that 
Figure 6.6b is essent ially a plot of C..i us. p 1 and that every \'alue of p occurs twice 
in each wave cycle. we can enlarge the marked regions in Figure 6.6b and compare 
them with the results of the infusion technique in Figure 6.3 . This compari son is 
shown in Figure 6.7. 
The left and right pointers tn Figure 6.6b denote the front and back slopes of 
the pressure wave in Figure 6.5b. respectivel .v. Figure 6.7 is a plot comparing the 
results of the steady and dynamic infusion tech niques: the curves are drawn in to 
denote which set of point s cor responds to which slope face. F igure 6. 7 also shows 
Figure 6. 
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how C..t varies with p for the steady and dynamic tests. Ideally, the three values of 
compliance fo r each pressure should be the same. 
imilar data were obtained for latex samples . however. the comparison between 
the steady and dynamic techniques give closer agreement fo r the latex than for the 
a r te ry (see F igure 6.9). :'-l'otice t hat the ver tical scaling on Figures 6.7 and 6.9 
are different. Table 6.3 sho\vs numerically the difference between the steady and 
dynamic infus ion techniq ues for two arterial and one latex sample .. otice that in 
the physiological pressure region (around p = 100 mmHg). the re is better agreement 
between the dy namic technique using the front slope of the wa\•e rather than the 
back slope. Also. the latex sample tends to show closer overall agreement for both 
techniques than the arterial sample. The data from Dog =4 ha\·e much lower \·alues 
Table 6.3: Comparison of steady and dynamic infusion 
techniques for an arterial and latex sample 
at selected physiological pressu res. ~ 3 in-
dicates the percent difference between lhe 
dynamic technique using the front o r back 
slope value ''"ilh re pect to the steady ''alue 
C I. C m4 0 10 omp 1ance. A ' .v < l -
for Arterial Sample (Dog # 2) 
teady ' Dynamic 
Technique Technique 
front ~ 3 back ~ % 
I p = 0 mmHg 
1 
4.01 2.95 -26.4 1.93 -51 9 I • 
3.60 I 3.25 -9 . 70 1. 70 -52 . p = LOO mmHg 
p = 120 rrunHg I 2.91 3 .-1-5 l .6 1.46 I -49 . I 
p = 0 mmHg 3.46 3 .57 3.1 I 2. 4 -1 7.9 I 
f or A r terzal Sample (Dog =F4) 
p = 100 mmHg 
p = 120 mmHg 
f or latex S ample 
p = 0 mmHg 1.29 1.32 2.3 L.0 -16 .3 
p == 100 mmHg 1.36 1.32 -2.9 L.11 -14.0 
p = 120 mmHg 1.44 1.3-l -6.9 L.12 -22 .2 
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for ~ % than from Dog 4 2. This is probably due in pa rt to increased efficiency in 
sample preparations and experimental testing. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 
There have been two different techniques used in this research to determine the 
compliance of a given tubular material. They are: 
• the steady infusion technique, and 
• the dynamic infusion technique. 
The steady infusion technique involved gradual ly infusing a fluid into a compliant 
tube and plotting the change in area vs. pressure. The compliance was determined 
from the slope of this curve. The dynamic infusion technique involved the use of a 
pulsatile flow pump to simulate the actual in t•ii·o pressure and flow waves into a 
compliant tube with no net Aow. Bot h techniques gave similar results. 
It has been found that in the conventional steady infusion technique. it is 
possible to get approximate ,·al ues for compliance in vilro. These compliance \'alues 
were used as the standard for which the results of the dynamic infusion technique 
were judged. Howe,·er the steady infusion technique is inappropriate for clinical 
use because it involves excising the arterial segment. It would be a useful method, 
however. in the design and e\·aluation of a rtificial arterial prosthetic devices. 
Jn addition. more exten ive measurements should be carried out on the latex 
material to determine a precise modulus o f elasticity and how the modulus changes 
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with pressure. ne of the principal methods used to verify the results of the steady 
infusion technique was calculating Emc from Equation 3.6 (which is only an approx-
imation). and comparing it to similar \·alues arnilable in the literatu re. As seen in 
Section 6.1, however. the modulus for latex: can be variable and difficult to com pare. 
Therefore. the literature \'alues should be used only fo r \'ery general compari sons: 
the actual values can vary by an order of magnitude (or greater ) . 
Existing in vivo technique for determining compliance have usually relied on 
measuring small changes in the diameter of the artery which i t~·pically on the 
order of a few percent. J\Ieasuring the change in area (o r volume), however. seems 
to be easier since the changes are approximately an order of magnitude larger. By 
using t he dynamic model. an approximate arterial complia nce can be obtained by 
t racking the flow and pressure wa\·eforms which may be more easily measured than 
changes in internal d iameter o f an artery. Although the quantity of data collected 
is somew hat limi ted. the results o f the two tec hni ques seem to com pare farnrably 
for both the latex and arterial samples. Obviously, more data need to be collected 
to show whether or not the dynamic model is reliable or reproducible . The purpose 
in this study was to determine the feasibility o f the technique, and based on the 
preliminary results. it is feasible. In addition to collect ing more data. it would be of 
in terest to t ry to determine the reasons for the differences between compliance rnlues 
obtained using the front and back slo pes of the waves in the dynamic technique. 
Also, modified in uivo tests could be run whe re the actual flo·w a nd pressure waves 
are generated naturally by the heart using intact arterial samples. 
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At the present time. applications o f this dynamic model would be invasi\·e. 
However. with Doppler ultrasound techniques, il is possible to measure instanta-
neous Aow in a superficial artery. Thus. the limiting factor is the technology for 
measuring instantaneous pressure. It is felt that in the future, it will be possible 
to measure pressure noninvasively ( Yamakoshi. Rolfe and :'durphy. 19 ). so the 
d ynamic technique could possibly be used in the cl inical situation. One possible 
implementation of this metho d \\'ould be to occlude the blood Aow at the wri t and 
measure the Row and pressu re at the elbow. Since it has been shown that there is a 
correlation between certain disease states and changes in arterial compliance. this 
research should have clinical significance. 
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10 APPENDIX A: TYRODES SOLUTION 
Below are t he ingredients a nd quantit ies used to make the Tyrodes solution in 
\\"hich the arterial grafts are placed temporarily after excision and prior to testing. 
Table 10.1: 
I ngredient 
I\aCl 
KC! 
I CaCb 
l\ lgCb 
Glucose 
Recipe fo r T~·­
rodes solution 
Concentration . 
m.\I 
137 
11.9 
0.33 
5.60 
5 
11 APPENDIX B : MEAS URED PHYSICAL PARAMETERS 
Table ll .l: l\ Ieasured physical parameters fo r latex and canine samples 
Length, Dug Oukr Wall Inner I h/ d, I 
Weight uiaml'ler , Lhick11e::.s , diameter , ratiu Co111111e11ls 
I, cm 'vV , kg d.,, <"Ill t , 1111n d, , cm 
l,atex 8.:r2 O.Gl2 o.:~56 0.576 0.062 Q • 
Dog # I 6.93 65 0.51!) 0.526 0..196 0. 106 (I I not ddcrmin<'d - C' XC'('SSiVt' lt'sl i11g 
co 
Dog # '2 5 . . J 57 0.5 1 0.101 o . .r>O ll.07!) 
Dog // 3 7.09 72 0.852 O.o52 0. 78() () .0 :~ (' ..t not lil-t c r111i11ecl - leaky Vt' :-.:.t•l 
Dog // I o.3s 57 0.68:1 -0.11J8 0.584 0.075 
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12 APPE DIX C : COLLECT BATC H FILE 
COLLE CT is t he m aster batc h fi le responsible fo r con t rolling all the other 
batch files including CALIB RAT, ST E ADY, DY\" A~IIC and CLEA i'\ SA . 
REM BATCH FILE CALLED 'A: COLLECT . BAT ' 
CLS 
REM COMPLIA JCE TEST ING ROUTINE UTILIZI ~ G BOTH THE STEADY AND 
REM DYNAMI C I NFUSIO fl METHODS. MAKE SURE YOUR SYSTEM DISK IS 
REM I N A: AND YOUR DATA DISK IS IN 8 : 
ECHO OFF 
A: \ CALIBRAT 
A: \ STEADY 
A: \ DYNAMIC 
A: \ CLEANSAS 
ECHO ON 
CLS 
C: 
REM COMPLIANCE EVALUATION COMPLETE 
REM NORMAL TERMINATION 
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13 APPENDIX D: CALIBRATION SOFTWARE 
ALIBRAT is the first batch fi le to be executed by COLLECT. It is responsible 
for executing the diagnostics and then calib rating the pressure and flow transducers. 
follow ing CA LIBRAT is the source code for the progra ms that CALIB RAT ru ns. 
REM BATCH FILE CALLED ' A:CALIBRAT.BAT ' 
CLS 
REM CALIBRATION AND EQUIPMENT CHECK 
ECHO OFF 
C: \ PROGLANG\ BASIC\ I NTRPT\ BASICA A:VOLTCHK. BAS 
C: \ PROGLANG\ BASIC\ I NTRPT\ BASICA A:TESTSWIT.BAS 
C: \ PROGLANG\ BASIC\ I NTRPT\ BASICA A:PRESCAL . BAS 
B: 
C: \ SAS \ SAS A:PRESCAL . SAS 
PRINT B: \ PRESCAL.LST 
C: \ PROGLANG\ BASIC\ INTRPT\ BASICA A:FLOWCAL . BAS 
B: 
C: \ SAS \ SAS A:FLOWCAL.SAS 
PRI NT B: \ FLOWCAL.LST 
ECHO ON 
A: \ CLEANSAS.BAT 
CLS 
A: 
REM CALIBRATION COMPLETE - TYPE 'STEADY ' FOR STEADY INFUSI ON 
METHOD 
\"OLTC HK.BA is the basic program responsible for \·erifying that the \'Oltage 
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coming out o [ the Grass recorder is the same as the ,·oltage being reported by the 
PC . This is ext remely important because the Keithley is used fo r o ther research 
projects and therefore the internal settings get changed. 
100 'KEITHLEY TO PC/AT VOLTAGE VERIFACATIO N ( called VOLTCHK ) 
110 CLEAR:CLS:KEY OFF:BEEP 
120 LOCATE 10, 10 : PRI NT "Connect voltage supply and volt meter 
to Keithley . " 
130 LOCATE 12,1 0 :INPUT "Press ENTER to continue.";X$ 
140 CLS 
150 DEF SEG = &HCFF8 
160 LOCATE 10 ,20 :PRINT "Type 'C' t o Continue" 
170 A$=INKEY$ 
180 IF A$="C" OR A$= "c" THEN 240 
190 POKE 1,6 : POKE 26, 0 
200 POKE 10 , 0 :POKE 24, 0 
210 P= (256x (PEEK (3)- 240) +PEEK(2)-2047)x20/4096 'p in vo lts 
220 LOCATE 15, 20:PRI NT USING "CURRENT VOLTAGE THRU A/D = 
##.### Volts";P 
230 GOTO 170 
240 CLS 
250 LOCATE 10 ,15:PRINT "Voltage verificat ion complete. " 
260 LOCATE 12,1 5 :PRI NT "Now proc eeding t o relay check. " 
270 PRINT:PRI NT 
280 SYSTEM 
TESTS\VIT .BAS is the basic program responsible for making su re the mechan-
ical relay switch controlling the infusion pump is worki ng properly. 
100 ' MECHANICAL RELAY TESTI NG (cal l ed TESTS ~ IT ) 
110 CLEAR:CLS:KEY OFF 
120 DEF SEG = &HCFF8 
130 LOCATE 8,10:PRI IT "Mechani ca l Relay Stitch Test. " 
140 LOCATE 10,10 :PRI NT "Verify operation by turning on and 
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off several times." 
150 LOCATE 12,lO:PRINT "ENTER (0) PUMP OFF I ( 1) PUMP ON I 
( 2) END " 
160 A$=INKEY$ 
170 IF A$="0" THEN 21 0 
180 IF A$= "1" THEN 230 
190 IF A$="2" THEN 250 
200 GOTO 160 
210 POKE 8, 0 
220 GOTO 150 
230 POKE 8 ,1 
240 GOTO 150 
250 CLS 
260 LOCATE 14,lO:PRINT "Relay verification complet e ." 
270 LOCATE 16,lO:PRINT "How proceeding to PRESSURE TRANSDUCER 
CALIBRATION." 
280 PRI NT:PRI NT 
290 SYSTEM 
PRE CAL.B .\ is the basic program responsible for calibrating the pressure 
transducer . 
100 ' CALIBRATIO N SET-UP (called PRESCAL.BAS ) 
110 , 
120 DIM N( 25), WW (25) , P(25 ) , V( 25 ) ,S ( 25),V0(1000), ST(1 000) 
130 BEEP:BEEP:BEEP 
140 ON ERROR GOTO 1340 
150 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
160 'SET UP 
170 CLS:KEY OFF 
180 PRINT: PRINT "CALIBRATION SET-UP ROUT INE": PRINT 
190 PRI NT "PROGRAM DISK I N DRIVE A." 
200 PRINT "DATA DISK IN DRIVE B." 
210 PRI NT 
220 PRINT "PRINTER ON AND ON LINE." 
230 PRINT 
240 I NPUT "Enter calibration file name ( i.e., 
'B: PRESCAL. DAT ')" ; F$ 
250 PRINT 
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260 INPUT "ENTER TRANSDUCER HEIGHT IN CM";H 
270 PRINT 
280 N=l 
290 CLS 
300 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
310 'KEITHLEY SET-UP 
320 DEFIUT N: DI M D(500) 
330 DEF SEG=&HCFF8 
340 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
350 'PRESSURE AND VOLTAGE 
360 BEEP 
370 PRINT 
380 PRINT "FOR ATM PRESSURE ENTER TRA NSDUCER HEIGHT 
=" ;H; "CM." 
390 INPUT "E ITER WATER HEIGHT I N CM (TYPE -1 TO END)" ; W(N) 
400 IF W(N) =-1 THEN 680 
410 WW ( N)=W(N) -H 
420 P( N) =WW(N )xl.36 
430 FOR M=O TO 100 
440 POKE 1,6:POKE 26,0:POKE 10 , 0: POKE 24, 0 
450 D(M) =( 256x (PEEK( 3)-240)+PEEK ( 2)-2047 )x20/4096 'd(rn) i n 
volts 
460 ' voltage range/ number of channels 
470 B=3.44x4 . 44 
480 B=123 .3x3.45 
490 NEXT M 
500 TOT=O 
510 FOR M=l TO 100 
520 TOT=D (M)+TOT 
530 NEXT M 
540 V(N) =TOT/ 100 
550 GOSUB 1530 
560 S(N) =SQR (S2) 
570 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
580 'SCREEN OUTPUT 
590 PRINT TAB(25 ) :PRINT "ACTUAL PRESSURE HEAD =" ; WW(N) ; " crn 
H20" 
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600 PRINT TA8(25):PRINT "CORRESPONDING PRESSURE 
=" ;P( N) ; "rnmHg." 
610 PRINT TA8(30):PRINT "VOLTAGE= " ;V (N) ; "V" 
620 PRINT TA8(30):PRIHT "STANDARD DEVIATION = ";S(N) 
630 PRINT TAB(25 ) :PRINT "TOTAL HUMBER OF POI NTS SO FAR ="; N+1 
640 PRINT 
650 IF S(N)>.1 THEN I NPUT "TRANSDUCER INSTABILITY!!! NEW 
PT<> II; YN$: GOTO 350 
660 l=N+1 
670 GOTO 350 
680 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
690 'DATA DISPLAY 
700 CLS 
710 LOCATE 12,2:PRINT "Total number of calibration points is 
II; N; II. II 
720 IF N<10 THEN LOCATE 14,2:PRHJT "YOU HEED >= 10 POI NTS FOR 
CALIBRATION" 
730 LOCATE 16,2:INPUT "Do you want t o recalibrate <10>";NY$ 
740 CLS:PRINT:PRINT 
750 IF NY$<> "" THEN N=1:CLS:CLEAR:GOTO 150 
760 PRINT "HEAD PRESSURE VOLTAGE 
770 PRINT " cm rnmHg mV 
780 PRINT II 
790 FOR J=O TO N-1 
800 PRINT USING "##.# ##.## # . ### 
WW(J) ,P ( J),V(J),S ( J ) 
810 NEXT 
820 PRINT :PRI!lT 
830 I.lPUT "Do you want a hard copy <!JO>" ; R$ 
840 IF R$=" " THEtl 950 
DEVIATIOH" 
II 
---------'' 
.####"; 
850 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
860 'HARD COPY 
870 LPRI NT "FOR TRANSDUCER AT HEIGHT= " ; H;" cm." 
880 LPRI NT 
890 
900 
910 
920 
930 
LPRINT "HEAD 
LPRI NT II cm 
LPRINT II 
FOR J=O TO N- 1 
LPRINT USING "## . # 
PRESSURE VOLTAGE DEVIATIO N" 
rrunHg mV II 
-------- ---- --- ---------'' 
##.## #.### .####"; 
WW(J) ,P (J ) ,V (J) ,S ( J ) 
940 NEXT J 
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950 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
960 'DATA STORED TD OUTPUT FILE 'CALDATA' 
970 PRINT:PRI NT "Do you want to store data as '";F$; "'" :INPUT 
"<yes >";Y$ 
980 IF Y$<>"" THEN 1240 
990 OPEN F$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
1000 FOR J=O TO N-1 
1010 PRINT #1, USING "###.# ### . ## ##.### # . #### " ; 
WW( J ) ,P ( J) ,V ( J ) ,S ( J) 
1020 NEXT J 
1030 CLOSE 
1040 ' ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
1050 'DATA RETRIEVAL FROM DISK AND DISPLAY 
1060 CLS 
1070 LOCATE 12,2:PRINT "Total number of calibration points is 
II ; N ; II. II 
1080 LOCATE 16,2 
1090 I NPUT"Do you want to retrieve data to verify storage 
(<> =yes )" ;YN$ 
1100 IF YN$<>"" THEN 1240 
1110 CLS 
1120 OPEN F$ FOR I NPUT AS #1 
1130 LOCATE 8,l:PRINT "Data from " ;F$ 
1140 LOCATE 10 ,1 
1150 PRINT 
1160 PRINT 
1170 PRINT 
"HEAD PRESSURE VOLTAGE 
" cm rrunHg 
II 
1180 FOR J =l TO N 
1190 INPUT #1, WW( J ) ,P ( J ) , V(J) ,S (J) 
1200 PRINT USING "##.# ##.## 
WW( J ) ,P (J),V(J) ,S (J) 
121 0 NEXT 
1220 CLOSE 
1230 PRI NT :PRI NT 
mV 
#.### 
DEVIATIO N" 
II 
_________ ., 
.####"; 
1240 '++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
1250 'ENTER DDS 
1260 I NPUT "Do you want to ' shell' out of BASIC into DDS 
<NO>";YN$ 
1270 IF YN$="" THEN 1440 
1280 CLS 
1290 BEEP :BEEP 
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1300 LOCATE 10, 2: PRH!T "Entering DOS (t ype 'EXIT' to return 
to program)" 
1310 SHELL 
1320 CLS 
1330 GOTO 1440 
1340 ' ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
1350 'ERROR TRAP 
1360 FOR X=1 TO 5 
1370 T=TIMER 
1380 CLS 
1390 WHILE (TIMER-T)<1 
1400 BEEP 
1410 LOCATE 10,10 :PRINT "ERROR TRAP ACTIVATED!!!" 
1420 WEND 
1430 NEXT 
1440 '++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
1450 'END OF CALIBRATION 
1460 BEEP:BEEP:BEEP:CLS 
1470 LOCATE 12,10:PRINT "Normal end of calibration 
procedure." 
1480 PRINT 
1490 LOCATE 14,10 :PRINT "Entering SAS t o get linear 
regression." 
1500 LOCATE 16,10:PRINT "Use this time to set up for 
i nfusion." 
1510 PRINT:PRINT 
1520 SYSTEM 
1530 '++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
1540 ' SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE STANDARD DEVIATION 
1550 S2=0 
1560 FOR Z=1 TO 100 
1570 S2=((D(z) - 2-V(N)- 2)/99 ) +S2 
1580 NEXT Z 
1590 RETURN 
1600 '++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
6 
PRESCAL. A is the .\ program responsible for doing the calibration lin-
ear regression to determine the conversion from volts to mmHg. I t also plot the 
pressu re vs. voltage and determines the correlation coefficient. 
/ + PRESSURE TRANSDUCER CALIBRATION called 'PRESCAL.SAS' +/ 
LIBNAME PRESCAL 'B : '; 
OPTIONS PAGESIZE=60; 
DATA PRESCAL; 
I NFILE 'B:PRESCAL.DAT' PAD; 
I NPUT HEAD 1-6 PRESSURE 7- 14 VO LTAGE 15-22 STDDEV 23-30; 
RUN; 
PROC PRI NT DATA=PRESCAL; 
RUN; 
PROC REG OUTEST=PRESCAL.OUT; 
MODEL PRESSURE=VOLTAGE / P R CLI CLM; 
RUN; 
GOPTIONS DEVICE=EGAL; 
SYMBOL1 CV=GREEN V=PLUS 
CI=BLUE I=RL; 
AXIS1 LABEL=(R=O A=90 H=0. 75 CM) VALUE=(H=0.4 CM); 
AXIS2 LABEL=(H=0.75 CM) VALUE=(H=0 .4 CM); 
PROC GPLOT DATA=PRESCAL; 
PLOT PRES SURExVOLTAGE=l / GRID VAXIS=AXIS1 HAXIS=AXIS2; 
TITLE1 H=l CM ' PRESSURE TRANSDUCER CALIBRATIO N' ; 
TITLE3 H=0. 5 CM 'Pressure VS. Voltage'; 
LABEL PRESSURE='Pressure, mrnHg' VOLTAGE='Voltage, V, 
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volts'; 
RUN; 
FLO\VCAL.BAS is the basic program responsible fo r calibrating t he flow probe 
t ransducer . 
100 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
110 'FLOW METER CALIBRATION (called FLOWCAL ) 
120 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
130 'INTRODUCTIO N 
140 ON ERROR GOTO 1340 
150 CLEAR:CLOSE 
160 c = 1 
170 DIM Q(3000) , AVGVOLT(20), ACTVOL (20) , ACTTIME( 20), 
ACTFLOW( 20) 
180 B=125 
190 2=100 
200 
210 KEY OFF:CLS:SCREEN 2 
'b is DC shift parameter f or pset 
'amplification fact or 
'for voltage b=125 
220 LOCATE 8,10:PRI NT "+++ FLOW METER CALIBRATION ROUTI NE 
+++" 
230 LOCATE 11,13:PRINT "Type 1 t o CALIBRATE METER" 
240 LOCATE 15,13: PRI NT "Type 9 t o EXIT PROGRAM" 
250 BEEP 
260 A$=INKEY$ 
270 IF A$="1" THEN 300 
280 IF A$="9" THEN 1260 
290 GOTO 260 
300 ' +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
310 'SET UP & I NITIALIZATION 
320 CLS 
330 LOCATE 3,10:PRINT "+++ FLOW METER CALIBRATION +++" 
340 LOCATE 5,1 0 :PRI NT "Make certain all connections are 
correct." 
350 BEEP 
360 LOCATE 7,10 :INPUT "Are you ready t o proceed with 
calibration <yes>";YN$ 
370 IF YN$<>"" THEN 120 
380 CLS 
70 
390 LOCATE 3,10:PRINT "Turn on and maintain CONSTANT flow." 
400 BEEP 
410 LOCATE 5, 10: PRDIT "Press 'C' when steady state is 
achieved." 
420 A$=I NKEY$ 
430 IF A$="C" OR A$="c" THEN 450 
440 GOTO 420 
450 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
460 'CHANNEL 1 - FLOW CALIBRATION 
470 CLS 
480 LOCATE 5,30 :PRI NT "Nominal time= 15 sec ." 
490 LOCATE 20,30:PRI NT "Channel 1 = Flow Wave " 
500 DEF SEG = &HCFF8 
510 POKE 1,6:POKE 26, 0 
520 J=1 
530 T=TIMER 
540 WHILE (TIMER-T)<13 
FOR N=O TO 610 
POKE 10,1 
'j=number of samples coll ected 
'horizontal scrolling (n=610) 
'channel selection = 1(flow) 
550 
560 
570 
580 
590 
600 
POKE 24,0 
Q(J) =(256x(PEEK(3)-240)+PEEK(2)-2047)x20/4096 
PSET( N,B-Q(J)xZ) 
610 
620 WEND 
J=J+1 
NEXT 
630 ACTTIME(C)= (TIMER-T) 
640 BEEP 
650 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
660 'VOLTAGE ANALYSIS AND CALIBRATION SUMMARY 
670 CLS 
680 LOCATE 5,10:PRINT "Averaging vo ltage values, please 
wait ... " 
690 TOT=O 
700 FOR N=1 TO J 
710 TOT = Q(N) + TOT 
720 NEXT 
730 AVGVOLT(C) = TOT/J 
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740 CLS 
750 LOCATE 7,10:PRINT "Averaging complete." 
760 BEEP 
770 LOCATE 9,10 
780 I NPUT "Volume of fluid collected during calibration 
(cm3 ) ";ACTVOL (C) 
790 ACTVOL(C ) =ACTVOL(C) x1000 'mm3 
800 CLS 
810 LOCATE 7,10: PRI NT USING " lumber of calibrations= #" ;C 
820 LOCATE 9,10: PRI NT USING "Average voltage = ##.#### 
V";AVGVOLT(C) 
830 LOCATE 11,10: PRINT USING "Actual vo lume = ######.## 
mm3" ;ACTVOL(C) 
840 LOCATE 13,10:PRINT USING "Time ellapsed = ##.## 
secs";ACTTIME(C) 
850 LOCATE 15,10 
860 ACTFLO w( C)=ACTVOL (C)/ACTTIME(C) 
870 PRINT USI NG "Calculated volumetric fl owrate = ######.## 
mm3/s";ACTFLOW(C) 
880 LOCATE 17,10:INPUT "Do you wish to calibrate another 
point <yes>"; YN $ 
890 IF Yr!$ = 1111 THEN C = C + 1: GOTO 380 
900 IF C>10 THEN 940 
910 LOCATE 20,10:PRINT "A MINIMUM OF 10 CALIBRATION POINTS 
ARE RECO MMENDED!!!" 
920 LOCATE 22,10:INPUT "Do you wish to calibrate another 
point <yes >";YN$ 
930 IF YN$ = "" THE N C = C + 1: GOTO 380 
940 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
950 ' STORE CALIBRATION DATA TO DISK 
960 CLS 
970 LOCATE 10 ,1 0 :PRINT USING "Calibration complete. #points 
collected";C 
980 LOCATE 12,10 :INPUT"Do you want to save calibration data 
to disk <yes> " ;YN$ 
990 IF YN$<>"" THEN 120 
1000 LOCATE 14,10 
1010 I NPUT "Enter name of file for summary data storage 
( 'B: FLOWCAL1. DAT' )" ; F$ 
1020 OPEN F$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
1030 FOR X=1 TO C 
1040 PRINT#1, USING 11 ## #.#### #### . ## ## . ## ####.##"; 
X, AVGVOLT(X), ACTVOL (X) , ACTTIME(X), ACTFLO W( X) 
1050 NEXT 
1060 CLOSE 
1070 '++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
1080 ' SUMMARY OF FLOW CALIBRATION INFO 
1090 CLS 
1100 LOCATE 10,10:PRINT "Summary data stored to ";F$ 
1110 LOCATE 12,10:PRINT "Here is surrunary information from 
II ;F$ 
1120 PRI NT 
1130 PRINT "Trial 
Flowrate" 
1140 PRINT "-----
--------fl 
1150 PRINT 
Volt age 
1160 OPEN F$ FOR I NPUT AS #1 
1170 FOR X=1 TO C 
Vo lume Time 
1180 INPUT #1, X, AVGVOLT ( X) , ACTVOL (X) , ACTTIME(X), 
ACTFLOW( X) 
1190 PRINT USI NG II ## ##. ## ####. ## ## . ## 
1200 NEXT 
1210 BEEP 
####.##";X, AVGVOLT(X), ACTVOL(X) , ACTTIME( X) , 
ACTFLOW( X) 
1220 PRINT :PRINT "Press 'C' t o CONTINUE." 
1230 A$=INKEY$ 
1240 IF A$="C" OR A$="c" THEN 120 
1250 GOTO 1230 
1260 '++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
1270 'END OF FLOW METER CALIBRATION 
1280 CLS 
1290 BEEP:BEEP:SCREEN 0 
1300 LOCATE 8 ,13:PRINT "Normal Termination - Program 
Complete." 
1310 LOCATE 10,13 :PRINT "Entering SAS t o run linear 
regression." 
13 
1320 LOCATE 12,13:PRINT "Use this time t o set up f or DYNAMIC 
TESTI NG." 
1330 CLOSE:PRINT :PRINT :PRI NT :SYSTEM 
1340 ' ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
1350 'ERROR TRAP 
1360 FOR X=1 TO 5 
1370 T=TIMER 
1380 CLS 
1390 WHILE (TIMER-T )<1 
1400 BEEP 
1410 LOCATE 10 ,10:PR INT "ERROR TRAP ACTIVATED!!!" 
1420 WEND 
1430 NEXT 
1440 GOTO 120 
1450 '++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
FLO\VC . .\ L. AS is the :-\ program res po nsible for doing the calibration linear 
regression to deterrrUne the conversion from \'O I ts to cm3 min. It also p lots the flow 
rate v.s . \·oltage and determines the correlat ion coefficient. 
/+ FLOW METER CALIBRATION ca lled 'FLOWCAL.SAS' +/ 
LIBNAME FLOWCAL 'B: '; 
OPTIO S PAGESIZE=60 ; 
DATA FLOWCAL; 
I NFILE 'B:FLOWCAL1.DAT 1 PAD; 
I NPUT N 1-3 VOLTAGE 4- 11 VOL 12-20 TIME 21-27 FLOW 28-36; 
RUN; 
PROC PRINT DATA=FLOWCAL; 
RUN ; 
PROC REG OUTEST=FLOWCAL.OUT; 
MODEL FLOW=VOLTAGE / P R CLI CLM; 
RUN; 
GOPTIO NS DEVICE=EGAL; 
SYMBOL1 CV=GREEN V=PLUS 
CI=BLUE I=RL; 
AXIS1 LABEL= (R=O A=90 H=0. 75 CM) VALUE=(H=0 .4 CM) ; 
AXIS2 LABEL= (H=0 .75 CM) VALUE= ( H=0 .4 CM) ; 
PROC GPLOT DATA=FLO WCAL; 
PLOT FLOWxVOLTAGE=1 / GRID VAXIS=AXIS1 HAX I S=AXI S2; 
TITLE1 H=l CM 'FLOW METER CALIBRATIO N' ; 
TITLE3 H=0 .5 CM ' Flow Rate VS. Voltage '; 
LABEL FLOW=' Flow Rate, mm3/ sec ' VOLTAGE= 'Vol tage, V, 
Volts'; 
RUN; 
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14 APPENDIX E: STEADY INFU SION SOFTWARE 
ST EADY is the next batch fi le to be executed by COLLECT . I t is responsible 
for executing t he steady infusio n tes ting , storing the data and d isplaying it to the 
screen. Following TEADY is the source code for t he p rograms tha t T EADY runs. 
CLS 
REM STEADY I NFUSION TESTING ROUTI NE 
ECHO OFF 
C: \ PROGLA NG\ BASI C\ I NTRPT\ BASICA A:COMPLI . BAS 
B: 
C: \ SAS\SAS A:COMPLI.SAS 
PRINT B: \ COMPLI.LST 
C: \ PROGLANG\ BASIC\ I NTRPT\ BASICA A:CALC.BAS 
ECHO ON 
CLS 
A: 
REM PROCEDURE COMPLETE - CO NTINUI NG ON TO DYNAMI C I NFUSION 
REM METHOD 
CO :VIPLl.BA is t he BASIC progra m responsible fo r execut ing t he s teady in-
fusion procedu re. Jt a u tomatically controls the steady infusion pump and the ac-
quisition an d fi ltering of the pre sure and a rea data. 
100 ' +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
110 'DATA ACQUISITION AND COLLECTION AFTER CALIBRATION 
(called COMPLI . BAS ) 
120 CLEAR 
130 DIM X( 1000) ,P (1000) ,XX ( 1000) 
140 DEFINT N: DI M D( 5000) 
150 CLS:KEY OFF 
160 ON ERROR GOTO 1560 
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170 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
180 'SET UP 
190 CLS 
200 CLOSE 
21 0 BEEP:BEEP:BEEP 
220 PRINT :PRINT "DATA ACQUSITIO N ROUTINE (assumes 
calibrat i on comlpete )": PRI NT 
230 PRINT "PROGRAM DISK I N DRIVE A." 
240 PRINT "DATA DISK HI DRIVE B." 
250 PRINT 
260 PRINT "PRINTER ON AND ON LINE." 
270 LOCATE 10 ,10 :PRINT " +++ STATIC COMPLIANCE TESTING ROUTINE 
+++" 
280 LOCATE 13 , 13:PRINT "Type 1 t o ENTER PRESSURE CO NVERSION 
FACTORS" 
290 LOCATE 14,13 : PRINT " AND PHYSICAL 
PARAMETERS" 
300 LOCATE 16,13:PRINT "Type 2 t o COLLECT DATA" 
310 LOCATE 18,13 : PRINT "Type 9 to EXIT PROGRAM" 
320 BEEP 
330 A$=I NKEY$ 
340 
350 
360 
370 
IF A$="1 " 
IF A$= " 2" 
IF A$="9" 
GOTO 330 
THEN 380 
THEN 490 
THEN 1760 
380 ' +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
390 ' ENTER CONVERSIO N FACTORS 
400 CLS 
410 LOCATE 10 ,l:PRI NT "Ent er linear regressi on results from 
SAS analysis. " 
420 LOCATE 12,20 :INPUT " I nt ercept Value ==>" ; INTER 
430 LOCATE 14,20 :INPUT "Slope Value ==> " ;SLOPE 
440 LOCATE 18,l:INPUT "Enter piston velocity of infusion pump 
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( cm/ s )" ;VEL 
450 LOCATE 20 ,1:INPUT "Enter maximum distance t r aversed by 
piston (cm)" ; DIST 
460 LOCATE 22 , 1:INPUT "Enter length of arterial segment 
(cm)"; LENGTH 
470 LOCATE 24,1:INPUT "Enter I NTERNAL diameter of arterial 
segment (AT REFFERENCE PRESSURE) (cm)" ;DIAM 
480 GOTO 170 
490 ' +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ ++++++ 
500 ' PUMP SET-UP 
510 BEEP 
520 CLS 
530 LOCATE 6 , 10 :PRI NT "CONNECT I NFUSION PUMP TO RELAY TO 
DIGITAL OUTPUT." 
540 LOCATE 8,15:PRINT "POSITIO N PISTO N VIA KEYBOARD CONTROL . " 
550 LOCATE 10 ,25:PRINT "MECHANICAL RELAY OPERATIO N" 
560 LOCATE 12,20 :PRI NT "'F' =PUMP ON / 'S' =PUMP OFF" 
570 LOCATE 14,28:PRINT "' C' =CONTINUE" 
580 LOCATE 16,28 :PRINT "' E' = EXIT to MAIN MENU " 
590 DEF SEG=&HCFF8 
600 A$ = I NKEY$ 
610 
620 
630 
640 
650 
660 
670 
680 
690 
IF A$="F" 
IF A$ ="S" 
IF A$="C" 
IF A$="E" 
GOTO 600 
POKE 8,1 
GOTO 600 
POKE 8,0 
GOTO 600 
OR 
OR 
OR 
OR 
A$="f" 
A$="s" 
A$="c" 
A$="e" 
THEN 660 
THEN 680 
THEN 700 
THEN 170 
'pump on 
'pump off 
700 ' +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ ++++ 
71 0 ' PRESSURE (V OLTAGE) AND VOLUME MEASUREMENT 
720 CLS 
730 POKE 8,0 
740 DEF SEG = &HCFF8 
750 LOCATE 10,10:PRINT "PUMP IS ON - PRESSURE AND VOLUME ARE 
BEING RECORDED ." 
760 J=O: E=O 
770 T=TIMER 'start time 
7 
780 POKE 8 ,1 'pump on 
790 WHILE VELx(TIMER-T)<DIST 
800 E=E+1 
810 IF E>1 0 THEN 820 ELSE 850 
820 LOCATE 13,10 
830 PRINT USING "TIME REMAINI NG = ####. # 
SECS.";(DIST/VEL)-(TIMER-T) 
840 E=O 
850 J=J+1 'j =t otal number of samples 
860 POKE 1,6:POKE 26, 0:POKE 10,0:POKE 24,0 
870 D(J)= ( 256x(PEEK(3)-240)+PEEK (2)-2047)x20/4096 
'd(j) in volts 
880 X(J)=VELx(TIMER-T)/5.842/LENGTHx100 'x(j)=A-Ao , 
sqmm (1cc=5.842cm) 
890 F=TIMER 
900 IF (TIMER-F ) <. 2 THEN 900 'sampling rate=2Hz 
910 WEND 
920 POKE 8,0 
930 TT=TIMER 
' pump off 
'stop time 
940 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
950 'DATA FILTERING (LOW PASS 5-POINT MOVING AVERAGE FILTER) 
960 CLS 
970 LOCATE 12,10:PRINT "PUMP IS OFF - DATA IS BEING 
FILTERED." 
980 K=1 : C=O 
990 FOR P=1 TD J STEP 5 
1000 C=C+1 
1010 M=O: Q=O 
1020 FOR I=K TO K+4 
1030 M=M+D(I) 
1040 Q=Q+X(I) 
1050 NEXT I 
1060 D(C)=M/5 
1070 X(C)=Q/5 
1080 K=K+5 
1090 NEXT P 
'c=number of points after filtering 
1100 '++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
1110 'CONVERSIO N 
1120 DIAMMM=DIAMx 10 
79 
1130 FOR Y=l TO C 
1140 P( Y)=SLOPExD(Y)+INTER 'p(y)=pressure in rrunHg 
1150 XX (Y) =X( Y)/(3.1415x (DIAMMM/2)-2)x100 
'xx(y)=(A- Ao )/Aref, per cent 
1160 NEXT Y 
1170 '++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
1180 'CALCULATIONS 
1190 ACTTIME=(TT-T) 'actual infusion time 
1200 ACTDIST=VELxACTTIME 'actdist=actual distance infused 
1210 CVOL=ACTDIST/ 5.842 'cvol=fluid volume added 
1220 SEGVOL= ( 3.1415x (D IAM/2) -2 )xLENGTH 'segvol=original 
segment vo lume 
1230 CHAVOL=CVOL/SEGVOLxlOO 'chavo l=percent change segment 
1240 '++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
1250 'SCREEN OUTPUT 
1260 CLS 
1270 LOCATE 10, 15: PR INT "TIME OF I NFUSION = 
" ;ACTTIME;"SECS. " 
1280 LOCATE 12, 15: PRDIT "DISTANCE OF I NFUSION = 
II ; ACTDIST; "CM. II 
1290 LOCATE 14,15 :PR INT "VOLUME OF I NFUSION = 
II ;CVOL; " CC. II 
1300 LOCATE 16,15 
1310 PRINT USI NG ''PERCENT I NCREASE OF SEGMENT VOLUME = ### . # 
'/.";CHAVOL 
1320 LOCATE 18 , 15:PRINT "TOTAL NUMBER OF FILTERED POINTS = 
II ;C 
1330 LOCATE 20 , 15:PRINT "LENGTH OF SEGMENT= " ;LENGTH; "CM" 
1340 '++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
1350 ' SCREEN DUMP OF USEFUL I NFO 
1360 LOCATE 20,l:INPUT "Do you want a hard copy of the above 
data <yes>";YN$ 
1370 IF YN$<>"" THEN 1440 
1380 LPRINT "TIME OF INFUSION = ";ACTTIME;"SECS." 
1390 LPRI NT:LPRINT "DISTANCE OF I NFUSION 
1400 LPRINT:LPRINT "VOLUME OF I NFUSION 
= ";ACTDIST;"CM." 
= It ; CVOL; "CC. II 
1410 LPRINT:LPRINT USING "PERCENT I NC REASE OF SEGMENT VOLUME 
= ### . # '/." ;CHAVOL 
1420 LPRINT:LPRINT "TOTAL NUMBER OF FILTERED POINTS= " ;C 
0 
1430 LPRINT:LPRI NT "LENGTH OF SEGMENT= " ;LENGTH; "CM" 
1440 ' +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++ + 
1450 'DATA STORED TO OUTPUT FILE ' COMPLI . DAT ' 
1460 BEEP 
1470 PRINT: I NPUT "Do you want t o store data as ' B: COMPLI. DAT' 
<YES>";Y$ 
1480 IF Y$<> ti II THEN 1550 
1490 OPEN "B:COMPLI . DAT" FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
1500 FOR M=O TO C-1 
1510 PRINT #1, USI NG "###.## 
P (M) ,X (M) ,XX (M) 
1520 NEXT 
1530 CLOSE 
##.### ### . ## "; 
1540 PRINT: PRHIT "Data have been stored as 'B : COMPLI. DAT' 
1550 '++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
1560 'ENTER DOS 
1570 I NPUT "Do you want t o ' shell' out of BASIC into DOS 
<NO>";YN$ 
1580 IF YN$= 1111 THEN 170 
1590 CLS 
1600 BEEP:BEEP 
1610 LOCATE 10,2:PRINT "Entering DOS (type 'EXIT' to return 
to program)" 
1620 SHELL 
1630 CLS 
1640 GOTO 170 
1650 ' +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++ 
1660 'ERROR TRAP 
1670 FOR X=1 TO 5 
1680 T=TIMER 
1690 CLS 
1700 WHILE (TI MER- T)<1 
171 0 BEEP 
1720 LOCATE 10,10:PRINT "ERROR TRAP ACTIVATED!!!" 
1730 WEND 
1740 NEXT 
1750 GOTO 170 
1760 '++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++ ++ +++++++++++++++++++++ 
1770 'END OF DATA ACQUISITION 
1 
1780 BEEP:BEEP :BEEP:CLS 
1790 LOCATE 12,lO: PRI NT "Normal end of acquisition 
procedure." 
1800 PRINT 
1810 PRINT 
1820 LOCATE 14,lO:PRINT "Running SAS to plot compliance . " 
1830 LOCATE 16,10 :PR HJT "Use this time t o set up f or dynamic 
testing ." 
1840 SYSTEM 
1850 '++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
CO!\f PLI.SA is a SA routi ne that fit s a curve of the fo rm 
( l -L l ) 
to t he data collected by COf\ lPLI.B:-\ . determi nes the constants, and di plays 
A. - A.0 and '\- .4° vs. pressure . .>;'ext , it determines the de ri\·ative of Eq uation 14.l ..... , 
and plots d ( .4'4,.-t o) and generates a second plot of CA vs. p. Finally, a statis tical 
analysis is pe r formed and the results a re outputted to the pri nter. 
/ + COMPLIANCE PLOTS TO SCREEN called 'COMPLI.SAS ' +/ 
OPTIONS PAGESIZE=60 ; 
DATA COMPLI; 
I NFILE 'B :COMPLI.DAT' PAD; 
I NPUT PRESSURE 1-8 AREA 9-19 PERAREA 20-30 ; 
rn.rn.2, +I 
PSQR=PRESSURExPRESSURE; 
RUN ; 
GOPTIO NS DEVICE=EGAL; 
/ + rrunHg, 
AXIS1 LENGTH=60 PCT LABEL=(R=O A=90 H=0 .75 CM) VALUE=(H=0.4 
2 
CM); 
AXIS2 LENGTH=70 PCT LABEL=( H=0. 75 CM) VALUE= (H=0 .4 CM) 
ORDER=O TO 200 BY 20 ; 
PROC GPLOT DATA=COMPLI; 
TITLE1 H=1 CM ' COMPLIANCE CURVE'; 
TITLE3 H=0 .5 CM 'INCREASE I N CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA VS. 
PRESSURE'; 
SYMBOL1 CI=GREEN V=POINT I=NONE; 
SYMBOL2 CI=BLUE I=RQ; 
SYMBOL3 CI=NOIE V= NONE I=NONE; 
LABEL PRESSURE='Pressure, rrunHg' 
PERAREA= '(A-Ao)/Aref, %' 
AREA='A-Ao, sqmm'; 
PLOT PERAREAxPRESSURE=1 
PERAREAxPRESSURE=2 / VAXIS=AXIS1 HAXI S=AXIS2 OVERLAY; 
PLOT2 AREAxPRESSURE=3 / VAXIS=AXIS1 HAXIS=AXIS2; 
RUN; 
/ + PART II - PLOT SLOPE OF COMPLIANCE +/ 
PROC REG OUTEST=EST; 
MODEL AREA=PRESSURE PSQR; 
RUN; 
DATA DERIV; 
SET EST; 
DO P=O TO 200 BY 200 ; 
DADP = (PRESSURE + 2xPSQRxP)/133.3/1000000x10xx10; 
OITTPITT; 
END; 
RUN; 
AXIS1 LENGTH=30 LABEL= (R=O A=90 H=0.75 CM) VALUE= (H=0. 4 CM); 
AXIS2 LENGTH=60 LABEL=(H=0. 75 CM) VALUE= ( H=0. 4 CM) 
ORDER=O TO 200 BY 20 ; 
PROC GPLOT DATA=DERIV; 
SYMBOL CI=GREEN I=JOI N V=PLUS; 
3 
PLOT DADPxP / VAXIS=AXIS1 HAXIS=AXIS2 GRID; 
TITLE1 H=1 CM ' AREA COMPLIANCE VS. PRESSURE'; 
TITLE3 H=0 . 5 CM ' dA/ dP vs. P'; 
LABEL P='Pressure , p, mrnHg ' DADP='Ca, m4/N (10) -10' ; 
RUN; 
CA.LC. B AS is the BA.SIC program that will calculate the values of compli-
ance. incremental modulus of elastici ty and pulse waYe velocity from Equations 3.1. 
3.6 and 3.7. T he operator simply inputs the curve coefficien ts generated by CO:LvI-
PLI.S...\S and the computer will output equa tions for the change in area. A - .-l0 and 
compliance. C .-t as a function of pressure. p. Then the operator inputs t he pressure 
range to consider, J.p , the re ference diamete r , dref · the wall thickness. t. and the 
density of the fluid, p. and the computer will calcu late C .-t , Einc and ~in t he given 
pressure range. 
100 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
110 'PART I - CALCULATING AREA COMPLIA NCE 
120 CLEAR :CLS:KEY OFF 
130 LOCATE 8 ,10:PRI NT "CALCULAT IO N OF AREA COMPLIANCE FROM 
QUASI - STEADY DATA" 
140 LPRI NT 
150 LOCATE 
160 LOCATE 
170 LOCATE 
180 CLS 
190 LPRINT 
200 LOCATE 
11,20 :INPUT "COEF OF P2 (10)-5 
13,20 :INPUT "COEF OF P (10)-2 
15,20:INPUT "INTERCEPT (10)-2 
10 , 12 
= II ;C1 
= II; C2 
= II ;C3 
210 PRINT USING "A-Ao (p) = ##.## (10) - 5 p2 + ## . ## ( 10)-2 p 
+ ## . ## (10)- 2, mrn2 ";C1,C2,C3 
220 C4=2xC1 
230 LOCATE 12 , 12 
240 PRINT USI NG " Ca (p) = ##.## (10)-5 p + ## . ## ( 10)-2 
, mm2/rrunHg" ;C4,C2 
250 LPRHIT 
260 LOCATE 15,12:INPUT "PRESSURE TO BE CO NSIDERED (mmHg) = ";PRES 
270 LOCATE 15,12:PRINT " " 
280 AREA=C1x ( 10- - 5) x(PRES -2) + C2x( 10- -2 )xPRES + C3x( 10- - 2) 
290 CA1 = (C4x(1 0- -5 ) xPRES + C2x ( 10- -2))x100 
300 CA = CA1/133 . 3x(10-2) 
310 LOCATE 17,12 
320 PRINT USI NG "A-Ao (p=###mmHg) = ##.## mm2 . ";PRES,AREA 
330 LOCATE 19 ,1 2 
340 PRINT USING "Ca ( p=###mmHg) = ##.## (10 - -10) m4 /N (##.## 
(10- -2 ) mm2/ mmHg)"; PRES, CA, CA1 
350 LPRINT 
360 LOCATE 22,12:INPUT "CO NTINUE TO PART II";K 
370 LPRINT 
380 ' +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
390 ' PART II - CALCULATING IlfCREMENTAL MODULUS 
400 CLS 
410 
420 
430 
LOCATE 
LOCATE 
6, 20: HIPUT 
8, 20 : INPUT 
"LOW VALUE OF PRESSURE RANGE (nunHg ) = ";LOP 
"HIGH VALUE OF PRESSURE RANGE (mmHg) = " ;HIP 
LPRINT 
LOCATE 10 ,20 :INPUT 440 " INTERNAL TUBE DIAMTER AT 0 mmHg (cm) = " ;DIAM 
LOCATE 12,20 :INPUT 450 "TUBE WALL THICKI'IESS AT 0 mmHg (mm) = " ;HO 
460 LOCATE 14 , 20: I NPUT "FLUID DENSITY ( © T=18C d=0. 99862 g/ cc) = " ;D 
470 LPRINT:LPRINT 
480 DENS=Dx1000 
490 HO=H0/1000 
500 RO=DIAM/2 / 100 
510 P= (HIP+LOP)/2 
520 AAO=(C1 x10--5xP-2 + C2x10--2xP + C3x10- -2 )/10-6 
530 A0=3.1416xRo-2 
540 A=AAO+AO 
550 R= (A/ 3.1416)- .5 
560 DADP = ( C4x10- -5xP + C2x10--2)/133 .3/10-6 
570 PWV = (AO / DENS/DADP)- .5 
580 EINC=2x3.1416xR-3 / DADP/ H0/10- 6 
590 CLS 
'DENS=kg/m3 
'HO=m 
'RO=m 
'P=mmHg 
'A-Ao=m2 
' AO=m2 
'A=m2 
'R=m 
' DADP=m4 /N 
' PWV =m/s 
'EINC=MPa 
600 LOCATE 11,lO:PR HJT USING "FOR PRESSURE CLOSE TO ### mmHg, " ;P 
61 0 LOCATE 13,15 
620 PRINT USING "AREA COMPLIANCE=##.## ( 10) -10 m4/N " ;DADPx10-1 0 
630 LOCATE 15,15:PRINT 
640 LOCATE 17,15:PRINT 
650 LPRI NT:LPRINT 
5 
USING "Einc = ## . ## MPa ";EI !IC 
USING "Pulse Wave Velocit y = ##.## m/s " ;PWV 
660 LPRINT "+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++" 
670 LOCATE 18,10:INPUT "A NO THER POINT <YES>";YN$ 
680 IF YN$="" THEN 120 
690 END 
6 
15 APPENDIX F: DYNAMI C INFUSI ON SOFTWAR E 
DY:"J.\ }.IIC is the next batch file to be executed by COLLECT. [tis responsible 
for executing the dynamic infu ion testing, storing the data and displaying it to the 
creen. Following DY:\...\ }.II (' is the source code for the programs that DY:\'.\ }. lIC 
runs. 
REM BATCH FILE CALLED ' A:DYNAMI C. BAT' 
CLS 
REM DYNAMIC COMPLIANCE TESTI NG ROUTI NE 
REM ASSUMES STATIC TESTING COMPLETE 
ECHO OFF 
C: \PROGLANG\ BASIC\ I JTRPT\BASICA A:VIEW.BAS 
C:\PROGLANG\ BASIC\ I JTRPT\ BASICA A: DYNCOMP.BAS 
B: 
C:\SAS\ SAS A:VIEW.SAS 
B: 
C:\SAS\SAS A:DYH.SAS 
ECHO ON 
CLS 
A: 
\ "I E \V .B.-\ is the B .-\ IC program that col lect the pressure and Aow wa,·eform 
data and di plays the waYes on the creen. everal ets of data can be collected and 
saved under di ffere nt file name for retrival at a late r time. 
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100 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
110 'DYNAMIC COMPLIANCE TESTING (called VIEW) 
120 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
130 'IiTRODUCTION 
140 ON ERROR GOTO 1570 
150 CLEAR:CLOSE:KEY OFF 
160 DIM P( 1000),Q(1000),PRES(1000) ,FLOW(1000) 
170 A=100:8=150 
parameters for pset 
180 Y=30 : Z=45 
190 
'a&b are DC shift 
'amp l ification factors 
' f or voltage a= 75, b=125 
200 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
210 'INTRODUCTION 
220 KEY OFF:CLS:SCREEN 2 
230 LOCATE 8, 10: PRINT "+++ DYtlAMIC COMPLIAtlCE TESTilfG ROUT IUE 
+++" 
240 LOCATE 11,13:PRINT "Type 1 t o COLLECT NEW DATA" 
250 LOCATE 13,13:PRINT "Type 2 to ENTER CotlVERSIOJI 
PARAMETERS" 
260 LOCATE 16,13:PRINT "Type 9 t o EXIT PROGRAM" 
270 BEEP 
280 A$=I .IKEY$ 
290 IF A$="1" THEN 450 
300 IF A$="2" THEN 340 
310 IF A$="9" THEN 1510 
320 GOTO 280 
330 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
340 'PARAMETER INPUT 
350 CLS:SCREEN 0 
360 LOCATE 4,15:PRINT "FLOW METER CO JVERSION FACTORS." 
370 LOCATE 2,1:PRINT "Enter linear regression results from 
SAS analysis." 
380 LOCATE 6,20: I NPUT "Flow Intercept Value ==> " ;FIUTER 
390 LOCATE 8,20:INPUT "Flow Slope Value ==>" ;FSLOPE 
400 LOCATE 12,15:PRINT "PRESSURE TRA ISDUCER CONVERSION 
FACTORS." 
410 LOCATE 16,20: I NPUT "Pressure Intercept Value ==>";PINTER 
420 LOCATE 18,20:INPUT "Pressure Slope Value ==>";PSLOPE 
430 LOCATE 22,lO:INPUT "Enter length of arterial segment 
(cm) ";LENGTH 
440 GOTO 200 
450 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
460 'SET OP & I NITIALIZATION 
470 CLS 
480 LOCATE 3,10:PRINT "+++ DATA ACQUISITIO N SECTION +++" 
490 LOCATE 5,10: PRINT "Make certain all connections are 
correct ." 
500 BEEP 
510 LOCATE 7,10 : INPUT "Are you ready t o proceed with 
collection <yes >" ;YN$ 
520 IF YI~ $<>"" THEN 200 
530 CLS 
540 LOCATE 7,30:PRI NT "Channel 0 =Pressure Wa ve" 
550 LOCATE 25,30 :PRI JT "Channel 1 =Flow Wave" 
560 LOCATE 3,25 :PRI NT "Real time data collection in 
progress." 
570 DEF SEG = &HCFF8 
580 POKE 1,6:POKE 26, 0 
590 J=1 
coll ected 
600 T=TIMER 
'j=number of samples 
61 0 FOR N=O TO 610 'horizontal scrolling 
620 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
630 'CHANNEL 0 (PRESSURE) DATA COLLECTION 
640 POKE 10,0 'channel selection = 0 (pressure) 
650 POKE 24,0 
660 P( J ) =(256x (PEEK(3)-240)+PEEK (2) -2047 )x20/4096 'p(j) in vo l t s 
670 PSET ( J,A-P (J )xY) 
680 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
690 'CHANNEL 1 (FLOW) DATA COLLECTION 
700 POKE 10 ,1 'channel selection = 1 (fl ow) 
71 0 PO KE 24, 0 
720 Q( J ) =( 256x (PEEK(3)-240)+PEEK (2)-2047 )x20/4096 1 q(j) in volts 
730 PSET (N, B-Q (J)xZ) 
740 J=J+1 
750 NEXT 
760 TOTALT=TIMER- T 
770 I NCT=TOTALT/N 
89 
780 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
790 'RECALL DATA DISPLAY 
800 CLS 
810 BEEP 
820 LOCATE 8,10:PRINT " +++ Data acquisition complete +++ " 
830 LOCATE 10,10:INPUT "Do you wish to vi ew ( unstored) data 
<yes> ";YN$ 
840 IF YN$ <> "" THEN 200 
850 CLS 
860 LOCATE 4,20:PRINT "Recalling data . .. " 
870 C=1 
880 LOCATE 7,30 :PRINT "Channel 0 =Pressure wa ve " 
890 LOCATE 23,30 : PRI NT "Channel 1 = Flow Wav e" 
900 FOR N=O TO 610 'horizontal scrolling 
910 PSET ( N,A-P (C) xY) 
920 PSET (N ,B-Q ( C)xZ) 
930 C=C+1 
940 IF C=J THEN 960 
950 NEXT 
960 LOCATE 4,20:PRINT "Data Recalled 11 
970 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
980 'SAVI NG DATA TO DISK 
990 LOCATE 25,20 :INPUT "Do you wish t o save above da ta <yes> 
";YN$ 
1000 IF YN$ <> "" THEN 200 
10 10 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ + 
10 20 'CONVERS IO N 
1030 CLS 
10 40 LOCATE 10 ,10 :PRINT "Conversio n in process, please 
wait ... " 
1050 FOR N=O TO 610 
1060 FLOW(N) =FSLOPExQ (N) +FI NTER 
1070 PRES( N) =PSLOPExP ( N) +PI NTER 
1080 NEXT N 
1090 CLS 
'flow in mrn3 / sec 
'pres in mrnHg 
1100 '++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
1110 LOCATE 22,20:INPUT "Enter data file name 
( 'B:VIEW1.DAT')";F$ 
1120 CLS 
90 
1130 LOCATE 4,20 :PRDTT "Saving dat a .. . " 
1140 OPEN F$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
1150 C=1 
1160 LOCATE 7,30:PRI NT "Channel 0 = Pressure wave" 
1170 LOCATE 23,30:PRI NT "Channel 1 = Flow Wave" 
1180 FOR N=O TO 610 'horizontal scrolling 
1190 PSET( N,A-P(C)xY) 
1200 PSET (N ,B-Q (C)xZ) 
1210 PRINT #1, USI NG " ### ###.### ###.### ### . ### 
#### . ### ###### . ### ";N ,INCTxll , P(C),Q(C) ,PRES (C) ,FLOW( C) 
1220 C=C+1 
1230 IF C=J THEU 1250 
1240 NEXT 
1250 CLOSE 
1260 BEEP 
1270 LOCATE 4,20: PRI NT "Data saved to disk" 
1280 LOCATE 25 , 20: I HPUT "Do want to verify data storage <no> 
";VN$ 
1290 IF YN $ = '" ' THEN 200 
1300 '++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
1310 'DATA STORAGE VERI FICATION 
1320 CLS 
1330 LOCATE 2,10 :PRI NT "+++ DATA RETRIEVAL SECTION +++" 
1340 LOCATE 4,10: INPUT "Enter data fi l e name 
('B:VIEW1 . DAT' )"; F$ 
1350 BEEP 
1360 OPEN F$ FOR I NPUT AS #1 
1370 LOCATE 7, 30 : PRLfT "Channel 0 = Pressure Wa ve" 
1380 LOCATE 23 , 30:PRINT "Channe l 1 = Flow Wave " 
1390 WHILE EOF(l) = 0 
1400 I NPUT #1, C, T, P(C), Q(C), PRES(C), FLOW( C) 
1410 PSET (C,A-P (C) ) 
1420 PSET (C,B-Q (C)) 
1430 WEND 
1440 CLOSE 
1450 LOCATE 4 ,lO:PRI NT "This is the dat a from ";F$; " being 
displayed." 
1460 LOCATE 25 , lO: PRI NT "Press 'C' to continue. " 
1470 BEEP 
1480 A$=I IKEY$ 
1490 IF A$="c" OR A$="C" THEN 200 
1500 GOTO 1480 
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1510 '++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
1520 'END OF DATA COLLECTION 
1530 SCREEN O:CLS:PRINT :PRINT 
1540 BEEP :BEEP 
1550 LOCATE 13,13:PRINT "Nor mal Termination - Program 
Complete." 
1560 CLOSE:PRINT :PRI NT :PRINT : SYSTEM 
1570 '++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
1580 'ERROR TRAP 
1590 FOR X=1 TO 5 
1600 T=TIMER 
1610 CLS 
1620 WHILE (TIMER-T) <1 
1630 BEEP 
1640 LOCATE 10,lO:PRINT "ERROR TRAP ACTIVATED!!!" 
1650 WEND 
1660 NEXT 
1670 GOTO 120 
1680 '++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
DY.\"CO:\IP.B:\..S is the BA IC program that fil ters the wa \•eform information 
from YIE\Y.BA . selects a small section of wa,·e data. reports the maximum and 
minimum pressures so undefined regions ca n be neglected (if appropriate ) and the 
calculates the slo pe of the pressure wave and the dynamic compliance rnlues along 
the region of wave data. 
100 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
110 'DYNAMIC COMPLIANCE CALCULATION called 'DYNCOMP.BAS' 
120 CLEAR 
130 KEY OFF 
140 DEFINT N 
150 DIM WAVE(30),T ( 1000) ,P (1000) ,F (1000) ,TIME( 500),PRES(500), 
92 
FLOW( 500),COMPLI ( 1000), FRACTIME(500), DPDT(500) 
160 CLS 
170 LOCATE 4,12 
180 BEEP 
190 INPUT "Enter data file name to IMPORT data 
('B:VIEW1 .DAT' )"; F$ 
200 LOCATE 8,12 
210 BEEP 
220 INPUT "Artery length (cm)" ; LENGTH 
230 LENGTH=LENGTHxlO 'length in mm 
240 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
250 'INPUT PRESSURE AHO FLOW DATA 
260 CLS 
270 LOCATE 8 ,12:PRI NT "Reading data from " ;F$; " , please 
wait ... " 
280 OPEN F$ FOR I NPUT AS #1 
290 WHILE EOF(l)=O 
300 HJPUT #1, N, T(H), Y, Z, P(N), F( H) 'y,z durruny variables 
310 WEND 
320 CLOSE 
330 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
340 '3-POI NT MOVI NG AVERAGE FILTER FOR PRESSURE AND 7-POINT 
FOR FLOW 
350 CLS 
360 LOCATE 10,12:PRINT "Filt ering pressure and flow waves, 
please wait . .. " 
370 FOR J=4 TO N-4 
380 P(J)=(P(J-1)+P(J)+P(J+1))/3 
390 F(J)=(F(J-3)+F(J-2)+F(J-1)+F(J ) +F (J+ 1) +F(J+2)+F(J+3) )/7 
400 NEXT 
410 '++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
420 'SELECT 3 CYCLE CHUNK FROM DATA 
430 CLS 
440 LOCATE 9,12:PRI NT "Selecting 3 cycle chunk of data from 
"; F$ 
450 MAX=O:MIN= 100 
460 FOR J=4 TO N-4 
470 IF P(J)>MAX THEii MAX=P(J) 
480 IF P(J)<MIN THEN MI N=P (J) 
490 !-!EXT 
500 TH=(MAX-MI N)/ 2 
510 R=1 
520 FOR J=4 TO N-4 
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530 IF P(J )>TH THEN J=J+10:GOTO 530 
540 IF P(J)<P ( J+1 ) THEN J=J+10:GOTO 530 
550 FOR M=J TO N-5 
560 IF P (M+l )>P(M) THEN WAVE(R) =M:R=R+1:J=J+10 :GOTO 580 
570 NEXT M 
580 NEXT J 
590 C=O 
600 FOR J=WA VE(5) TO WAVE (8) 
610 C=C+1 'c= # filtered pts 
620 TIME (C)=T (J ) 
630 PRES(C)=P (J ) 
640 FLOW(C) =F (J ) 
650 NEXT 
660 STRTTIME=TIME( 1) 
670 STOPTIME=TIME(C) 
680 FOR J=1 TO C 
690 FRACTIME(J ) = ( TU!E(J) -STRTTIME) / ( STOPTIME-STRTTIME) 
700 NEXT J 
710 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
720 ' STORE PRESSURE AND FLOW TO DISK 
730 CLS 
740 LOCATE 11,2:INPUT "Enter file name for pressure and flow 
(B: WAVES.DAT)";H$ 
750 CLS 
760 LOCATE 12,2:PRINT "Pressure and fl ow waves being stored 
t o " ;H$ 
770 OPEN H$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
780 FOR J=1 TO C 
790 PRINT #1, USDJG "### . ### #### . ### 
FRACTIME(J), PRES (J) , FLOW( J ) 
800 tfEXT 
810 CLOSE 
820 CLS 
######.###"; 
830 LOCATE 13,2:PRINT "Wave data storage complete. Finding 
PMAX and PMI N." 
9-! 
840 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
850 'DETERMI NE PMAX AND PMI N 
860 PMAX=O:PMI N=lOO 
870 FOR J=l TO C 
880 IF PRES(J)>PMAX THEN PMAX =PRES (J) 
890 IF PRES (J)<PMI N THEN PMIN=PRES (J) 
900 NEXT 
910 CLS 
920 LOCATE 12,lO:PRINT USING "Pmax = #### .## mmHg";PMAX 
930 LOCATE 14,lO:PRINT USING "Pmin = #### . ## mmHg";PMI N 
940 '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
950 'CALCULATION OF DYNAMIC VOLUME COMPLIANCE 
960 LOCATE 8 ,10 
970 BEEP 
980 I NPUT "Enter amplit ude of PRESSURE wave to be neglected 
(i. e., 5%=5 )" ;A 
990 A=A/100 
1000 CLS 
1010 LOCATE 10 ,12 
1020 PRINT "Now calculating DYNAMIC VOLUME COMPLIANCE, please 
wait ... " 
1030 D=l 
1040 FOR 8=1 TO C-1 
1050 IF PRES (B)<( l+A )xPMI N OR PRES (B)>(l-A)xPMAX THEN 1210 
1060 AVGQ=O:DPF=O:DPB=O:DTF=O:DTB=O :DPDTF=O:DPDTB=O:DPDTl=O: 
TEMP=O 
1070 AVGQ=(FLOW(B-l)+FLOW(B)+FLOW( B+l))/3 
1080 DPF=PRES(8+1)-PRES(B) 
1090 DPB=PRES(B) -PRES (B-1) 
1100 DTF=TIME(B+l)-TIME(B) 
1110 DTB=TIME(B)-TIME(B-1) 
1120 DPDTF=DPF/DTF 
1130 DPDTB=DPB/DTB 
1140 DPDTl= (DPDTF+DPDTB)/2 
1150 IF DPDTl =O THEii LOCATE 12,15:PRitlT "DPDT l=O. Point 
skipped.":GOTO 1210 
1160 TEMP=AVGQ /DPDT1/LENGTH / 133 .3/10- 6x10-10 'm4/N (10)-10 
1170 IF TEMP<- 20 OR TEMP>20 THEN 1200 
1180 DPDT(D)=DPDT1 
95 
1190 COMPLI(D)=TEMP 
1200 D=D+1 
1210 NEXT 
1220 '++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
1230 'STORING RESULTS TO DISK 
1240 CLS 
1250 LOCATE 4 ,12 
1260 BEEP 
1270 I NPUT "Enter data file narne t o EXPORT results 
('B:DYNCOMP.DAT ')"; G$ 
1280 CLS 
1290 LOCATE 6,12 
1300 PRINT "Storing results t o " ; G$; " , please wait .. . " 
1310 OPEN G$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
1320 FOR J=1 TO D 
1330 PRINT #1, USING "#####.### # . #### ###### . ###"; 
COMPLI(J), FRACTIME(J) , DPDT(J) 
1340 NEXT 
1350 CLOSE 
1360 CLS 
1370 LOCATE 4 ,12 
1380 PRINT "Storage of COMPLIANCE and Pressure complete. " 
1390 BEEP 
1400 SYSTEM 
\"IE\\" . A i the SAS program that displays the pressu re and Aow waYes from 
VJE\Y.BA to the sc reen . 
DATA DATA1; 
I NFILE 'B:VIEWl.DAT' PAD; 
I NPUT TIME 8- 17 PRESSURE 40-50 FLOW 51-60 ; 
RUN; 
SYMBOL1 CI=BLUE I=JOIN; 
GOPTIO NS DEVICE=EGAL 
NODISPLAY; RUN; 
PROC GPLOT GOUT=ONE; 
AXIS1 STYLE=O 
MAJOR= NONE 
MI NO R= NONE 
LABEL=NONE 
LENGTH=70 PCT 
96 
VALUE= ( , ' , ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ) ; 
AXIS2 LENGTH=70 PCT ; 
PLOT PRES SURE~TIME / HAXIS=AXIS2; 
PLOT FLOWxTIME / HAXIS=AXIS1 VREF=O; 
RUN; 
PROC GSLIDE GOUT=O NE; 
TITLE1 ' Plot of Flow and Pressure Waves vs . Time ' ; 
TITLE3 'Figure 1.1'; 
RUN; 
GOPTIONS DISPLAY 
DEVICE=EGAL; 
RUN; 
PROC GREPLAY NOFS IGOUT=ONE; 
TC TEMPLATE; 
TDEF P2 
1/ LLX=O LLY=45 
ULX=O ULY=90 
URX=100 URY=90 
LRX=100 LRY=45 
2/ LLX=O LLY=O 
ULX=O ULY=45 
URX=100 URY=45 
LRX=100 LRY=O 
3/ LLX=O LLY=O 
ULX=O ULY=100 
URX=1 00 URY=100 
LRX=1 00 LRY=O 
TEMPLATE P2; 
TPLAY 3:3 1:2 2:1; 
RUN; 
97 
DY\'CO:..JP.SA is t he AS program that dis plays the slope of the pressure 
wave and the d ynamic compliance as a functi o n position on the wave from DYN-
CO~IP.BA to the sc reen. 
/+ DYNAM IC VOLUME COMPLIANCE called 'DYNCOMP .SAS' +/ 
LIBNAME FLOWCAL 'B: '; 
DATA DYNCOMP; 
I NFILE 'B:DYNCOMP.DAT' PAD; 
I NPUT COMPLI 1-10 FRACTIME 11-18 DPDT 19- 30; 
RUN; 
GOPTIO NS DEVICE=DMP29A4 NOCHARACTERS; RUN; 
SYMBOL1 CV=GREEN V=PLUS !=JOIN; 
PROC GPLOT DATA=DY ICO MP; 
AXIS1 LENGTH=70 PCT; 
PLOT DPDTxFRACTIME / HAXIS=AXIS1; 
TITLE1 H=l CM 'Slope of Pressure Wave vs. Fractional Wave 
Time'; 
TITLE3 H=0.5 CM 'Figure 1.1'; 
RUN; 
PROC GPLOT DATA=DYNCOMP; 
AXIS1 LENGTH=70 PCT; 
PLOT COMPLixFRACTIME / HAXIS=AXIS1; 
TITLE1 H=l CM 'Area Compliance vs. Fractional Wave Time'; 
TITLE3 H=0.5 CM 'Figure 1 .2 '; 
RUN; 
9 
16 APPENDIX G: CLEA SAS BATCH FILE 
CLEA.\S.\.S is the balch file responsible for checking lhe hard dri \'e for A 
output fragments and remo\·ing them. It is the last batch file to be executed by 
COLLECT. 
CLS 
REM REMOVI NG 'SASUSER', 'SASWORK', • . LOG AUD *.LST FROM RO OT 
DEL C:\SASWORK\*.* 
RMDIR C:\SASWORK 
DEL C: \ SASUSER\ * .* 
RMDI R C:\SASUSER 
DEL C: \ *.LOG 
DEL C: \ *.LST 
REM FILES AND DIRECTORIES REMOVED - CO NTROL RETURNED TO USER 
